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Preface

When I started my studies at the Vrije Universiteit (VU) I made a promise to myself:
“I will do a part of my studies abroad”. Firstly, because this is a great extra curricular
activity, and secondly (not to insignificantly) it would be a great opportunity to have a
blast of a time! Initially I started searching for interesting study programs in countries
like Australia, Canada, and the U.S. – Europe was not an option of course. I realized
it would be tough to find a university I could follow interesting courses at reasonable
cost – Dutch tuition fees are so low compared to other countries. Also, I was quite
satisfied with the quality of the courses offered at the VU. Therefore, I decided not to
follow courses, but to work on my Master’s thesis project abroad.

Six months before I had to start on my Master’s project I started looking for
possibilities on the Internet. I found some interesting opportunities in Switzerland
(Lausanne) and Australia (Melbourne), but these didn’t seem feasible due to money
constraints. I also e-mailed Eric Yu, an assistant professor at the University of Toronto
(U of T), but after two months he still hadn’t given any response to my e-mail. I al-
most gave up all hope. I could almost see myself working on my thesis stuck in the
Netherlands. Then, I suddenly got an e-mail. The sender was – is this for real? – Eric
Yu with a very positive response. He was interested in having me work in Toronto for
him. I had hope again! After exchanging many e-mails during a couple of months,
we agreed on all the details for my stay. I applied for a working permit and bought a
ticket, and February 1st 2004 I was on a plane to Toronto, Canada.

During my stay in Toronto I worked on combining two frameworks, the work of
Eric Yu (U of T) and Jaap Gordijn (VU), under direct supervision of Eric. We had
very fruitful discussions about my project. I admire Eric for his ability to understand
my work when I explained this to him (in my rather simple English). His critical
questions and comments were very helpful, especially at times when I got stuck in my
thoughts and needed some external insights to clear the way. I’ve learned so much
from these work discussions.

Furthermore I’d like to thank Jaap Gordijn for being my first reader. His overseas
contribution, and his supervision during the time I was back in Holland were very
helpful. Also, for being my second reader, I’d like to thank Hans van Vliet.

Bas van der Raadt, Amsterdam, February 2005
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the introduction of web services technology in 2000, much work has been done
on the technical aspects of web services, such as the development of standards for
describing, publishing and locating, and invoking web services. After a slow start,
an increasing number of businesses are starting to use the technology as a foundation
for automated business interaction. As a middleware layer constructed of XML-based
standards it provides a flexible platform for Enterprise Application Integration (EAI).
Also, it offers an open infrastructure for offering business solutions to business partners
or end-consumers via the Internet.

The main point of focus in web services research has, up till now, been on creating
and improving the technology; little attention is paid to the development of sound
theories on the social-economic and commercial aspects [Gord2003]. However, with
the increasing number of businesses and governments being interested in the tech-
nology, the demand for such theories and, even more important, practically-oriented
approaches for web services requirements engineering and design from a business per-
spective, increases.

The web services technology is an enabler of new and innovative business solutions
offered through the Internet. However, in order to be successful in a business set-
ting, a web services system should facilitate a well thought-out business idea that is
translated into a business model and adds value to all actors involved; all stakeholders
should make a economical profit. Therefore, before focussing on the system require-
ments of a network of web services, first the business requirements for such a system
should be explored. The business strategic goals to be achieved need to be formulated,
and possible business model alternatives need to be explored and evaluated on their
economical viability, thus on their ability to achieve strategic profitability goals. Fol-
lowing, the business processes needed to make that business model operational, and
the involved operational expenses, should also be evaluated. And finally, also the web
services system facilitating the business processes should be evaluated on its technical
and economical feasibility. All these business-oriented issues need to be addressed in
the early stage of web services requirements engineering before, at a later stage, system
requirements, such as manageability, security, performance, maintainability, etc., are
dealt with.
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This thesis presents a methodology for guiding and supporting the exploration of
web services ideas starting from a business perspective and working towards a con-
ceptual technical perspective. The methodology, called Business-oriented Approach
Supporting web Services Idea Exploration (BASSIE ), makes complementary use of
two existing requirements engineering frameworks. The first framework, called i*, is
a goal-oriented approach for modelling, evaluating and selecting alternatives of ac-
tors that have internal strategic goals and, in order to achieve those strategic goals,
carry out tasks and seek a effective and efficient pattern of dependency relationships
with other actors. The second is a value-based framework, called e3value, which is
used to articulate, analyze and validate economically viable business value models in
which actors create, distribute and consume objects of economic value in order to gain
economic profit. By combining these frameworks our approach, which contains an
iterative flow of steps and, for each step, detailed guidelines for creating, evaluating
and selecting implementation alternatives for a web services idea, we hope to offer a
practically-oriented lightweight means of constructing web services that are able to
operate successfully in a business situation.

1.1 Research Question

The research question we originally started with was:

How can web services be analyzed and designed, using existing frameworks,
from the viewpoint of organizations trying to achieve business goals with
web services?

Addressing this question exists of two parts: (1) creating an approach for web
services requirements engineering, and (2) constructing a methodology for web services
architecture development, both from a business perspective. The original title to this
thesis was therefore:

A Modelling Approach to Web Services – from Requirements to Architec-
tural Design.

The problem with this research question was that in order to come to an archi-
tectural design of a web services system, it is not only required to elicit, specify and
validate the business requirements of such a system, but also the technical (system)
requirements. However, our focus was primarily on creating a business-oriented ap-
proach to web services, and in lesser extent from a technical perspective, because
considerable work had been done on the latter topic. The technical issues were only
to be addressed in our approach to determine the economic viability of a web services
system; the costs of technically implementing a web services system may influence the
profitability of the original business idea. More elaborate analysis of technical require-
ments is needed, however, to come to an architectural design, which was not part of
our original research question.

We had two choices to change our research question, either (1) also addressing
the technical web service requirements, thus enabling our approach to go from re-
quirements to an architectural design, or (2) leave out the approach to come to an
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architectural design, therefore only focussing on creating a business-oriented approach
for web services requirements engineering. We have chosen the second option, because
the first option would have widened the scope of our research, which would have re-
duced the depth. Also, this choice would have taken away the attention from our
original focus, a business perspective, which was the strong point of this research.
Therefore we changed our research question to:

How can web services ideas be explored, using existing frameworks, from
the viewpoint of organizations trying to achieve business goals with web
services?

This research question resulted into several issues we had to address:

1. Developing web services systems that have to operate in an organizational setting
– an organization is a collaboration of stakeholders trying to achieve shared goals,
in order to achieve individual goals [Keun2000] – involves people with various
concerns. How to address these concerns?

2. Businesses use web services to offer services to end-consumers or business part-
ners via the Internet in order to make an economic profit, or to integrate new and
existing inter and intra-organization information systems so that they realize a
cost reduction. How to evaluate web services ideas on their economic viability?

3. Given a business idea and set of requirements, often many possible, econom-
ically viable implementation alternatives exist. How to explore these possible
alternatives?

4. Economic (profitability) issues are influenced by other business requirements –
time-to-market, service delivery (channels), trust and loyalty, etc. – and sys-
tem requirements. E.g. improving security may negatively influence economic
viability. How to determine the influences among conflicting requirements?

The main goal of this research was to construct an approach that addresses the
above research question and resulting issues. Issues 1 to 3 we address in this thesis.
Issue 4 in lesser extend, we make use of a framework that provides a means to model
and evaluate how various requirements issues influence each other, but we do not
illustrate this in this thesis.

1.2 Research Approach

The research approach taken was to first identify the web services specific business
requirements through literature research. Then, an inventory was made of the exist-
ing frameworks applicable in exploring implementation alternatives from a business
perspective. The ideal frameworks were then selected based on the specific business
requirements for web services; in our case two frameworks were selected because no
existing framework could address all issues described in Section 1.1. Following, a first
business case was used to explore the possibilities of combining the two frameworks in
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exploring web services ideas from a business perspective; this resulted in two possible
conclusions, either (1) the frameworks cannot be used in combination so that other
frameworks should be selected, or (2) the frameworks can be used in a complementary
way. In our case the second conclusion was drawn. Next, a second business case was
used to identify the main steps of the approach to be created, and specify, for each
step in the approach, guidelines for using the selected frameworks in creating, eval-
uating, validating, and selecting alternatives for the implementation of web services
ideas. Finally, a third, large scale and real-life business case with available figures was
used to fine tune and illustrate the approach. Next steps, which are not part of this
thesis, are further discussed as future work in Section 7.4.

1.3 Related Work

Although the main focus in web services literature is on technical issues, some research
is done on analyzing web services requirements from a business perspective. However,
most of this research starts at business process level stating the business activities
web services facilitate, instead of from a business strategy perspective indicating the
strategic business goals to be reached using web services.

For example, the DysCO framework allows exploration of concepts like business-to-
business cooperation, e-service aggregation, and dynamic re-configuration of business
roles [Picc2001a] and [Picc2001b]. The key concepts in the resource model of this
framework are role, which is used to represent a unit of business capability (e.g. a
service), and role group, which captures the set of all roles played by one organization.
These concepts are used to reconcile the need for flexibility in business relationships
with the need for stability and reusability of business processes. However, DysCO is
not goal-oriented (it does not contain a goal concept), and therefore does not allow
reasoning about the business strategic goals from which business processes are derived.

Work by Terai et al. provides a framework for coordinating web-based services
based on business models [Tera2003]. This framework provides a means for construct-
ing and linking business activities and web services activities. In doing so it provides
two reusable knowledge repositories at two levels: (1) business model management
and business-to-business interaction, and (2) business application development and
web services coordination. This framework also starts from a business process per-
spective and therefore also omits reasoning about business strategic goals.

The Rapid Service Development (RDS ) methodology defines an integrated ap-
proach for the development of electronic business services, with a particular focus on
business-to-business transactions [Does2002]. It offers two viewpoints: (1) business
design and (2) technical design. For the business design viewpoint the framework
distinguishes aspects that describe a networked enterprise, such as actors involved,
their business and technology goals, their roles, and their relationships. It also de-
scribes inter-organizational processes and their transaction formats. From a technical
viewpoint it describes the system architecture, component specifications, and com-
munication protocols. Although this framework allows modelling both business and
technical concepts of electronic business services, it does not provide a clear bridge
between the business and technical design spaces, and no clear traceability between
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the various models within the same design space. RDS also underexposes the early
phase requirements that capture the original business idea, and it does not contain
evaluation techniques for determining the economic viability of web services ideas from
business value, operational and technical perspectives.

Papazoglou et al. describe a design methodology for web services and business
processes [Papa2002]. It provides (1) a framework for business process analysis, which
provides the means for identifying web services and their relationships, and (2) guide-
lines for web services design from both functional and non-functional perspectives.
The methodology allows describing business process objectives, plus it also states the
importance of generating revenues with web services operating between organizations,
and therefore includes rating and billing models. However, the methodology does not
provide profitability evaluation based on these models. Overall, the framework aims at
developing web services taking into account business-oriented issues, but mainly from
a business process and service perspective rather than from a business stakeholder and
strategic perspective.

Van de Kar et al. provide a design approach that investigates relationships between
business model design and service design [Kar2003]. It describes a revenue model,
which indicates actors involved and the service fees they pay and receive. They do
not provide techniques for evaluating the revenue model on its profitability. Also this
revenue model ignores the operational and technical costs of the activities performed to
create revenues, as well as the strategic goals to be reached with the provided services.

Ardagna et al. describe a methodology that allows designers to evaluate and select
the minimum-cost implementation alternative of a web based system [Arda2002]. It
provides a means for estimating cost implications of architectural choices through a
sequence of steps for going from requirements analysis to physical implementation.
This methodology, however, only focuses on the expenses made with technically im-
plementing and operational running web based systems and omits costs made from
a business process viewpoint. Also, it does not address the issue of revenue creation
from a business value perspective.

Another related work is the e-Business Model Ontology (e-BMO), which is an on-
tology that describes an e-business model for creating value-added services [Oste2002a]
and [Oste2002b]. Part of this ontology addresses the value proposition of an e-service,
which is defined as the manner in which items of value, such as products and services,
are packaged and offered to fulfill customer needs. These needs may be seen as goals
end-consumers want to achieve by using such a product or service.

The work of Zlatev et al. describes a framework for goal-oriented requirements en-
gineering for e-services in which a business model for a specific e-business, represented
as a goal tree decomposed into sub-goals, is matched with goals of existing business
model patterns [Zlat2004]. This framework, however, uses a non agent-oriented ap-
proach, thus not addressing dependencies among actors, roles played by actors, etc.

Similar work has been done by Gordijn et al. [Gord2004b]. They describe a cross-
organizational requirements engineering method, called BusMod, which starts with
the description of a business idea accompanied with its long-term strategic goals and
short-term operational goals. Operational goals contribute to reaching a strategic
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goal, and they are related to a library of value activity patterns that put such goals
into operation. However, like the work of Zlatev et al., this framework also lacks an
agent-oriented approach.

1.4 Structure of this Thesis

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 provides an overview of web services requirements engineering by first
introducing web services technology, followed by the specific business requirements is-
sues concerning web services, concluding with an overview of the available frameworks
applicable in business-oriented web services requirements engineering and the selection
of the frameworks used in this thesis, namely the goal-oriented framework i* and the
value-based e3value framework.

Chapter 3 introduces the two frameworks including the illustration of their mod-
elling and evaluation aspects using an example from the domain of music rights clear-
ance for radio stations.

Chapter 4 describes our approach, which is called Business-oriented Approach
Supporting web Service Idea Exploration (BASSIE ). It provides a flow of steps and,
for each of those steps, detailed guidelines for the complementary use of i* and e3value
for exploring web services ideas from a business value perspective.

Chapter 5 extends our approach by describing the flow of steps for exploring
web services ideas from additional viewpoints. It also proposes two viewpoints useful
in getting in-depth insight in the operational and technical feasibility of web services
ideas, namely the business process and information system viewpoints. Finally, this
chapter explains how the individual evaluation result of various viewpoints are com-
bined into one overall evaluation.

Chapter 6 illustrates our approach to web services idea exploration using the
real-life business case of music rights clearance for Internet radio stations via rights
societies. The case description uses several viewpoints to create, evaluate and select
an economic viable web services model for this domain. This chapter concludes with
a reflection on using BASSIE for such type of business case.

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis by summarizing the results, indicating the con-
tributions, discussing the lessons learned and identifying future work of this research.



Chapter 2

Web Services Requirements
Engineering

To give an introduction to web services technology, this chapter starts by explaining
the basic elements of the web services infrastructure and its various fields of application
in Section 2.1 Following, in Section 2.1.1 we explain the difference between web services
and e-services, since there is much confusion about how different these two concepts
are. Section 2.2 gives an overview of the requirements issues specific to the web
services technology. And finally, in Section 2.3 we describe the existing requirements
frameworks most applicable to the web services topic, and we discuss the selection of
the two frameworks we used in constructing our web services requirements engineering
approach.

2.1 Web Services Technology

IBM defines web services as: “self-contained, modular applications that can
be described, published, located, and invoked over a network, generally, the
Web” [IBM2000].

Since the wide-spread adoption of the Internet in the late nineties, businesses in-
creasingly use the shared Internet infrastructure to couple their information systems,
instead of dedicated Wide Area Networks (WAN). Using the Internet allows busi-
nesses to interoperate with information systems of business partners or clients, called
business-to-business and business-to-consumer interaction respectively. However, the
variety of software applications and components developed in different programming
languages and running on application servers with dissimilar hardware and operat-
ing systems is great. The Internet is a large collection of heterogeneous information
systems, which often makes coupling information systems troublesome. However, the
web services technology provides an open infrastructure that allows these different in-
formation systems to interoperate. This technology adds a thin SOAP/WSDL/UDDI
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layer on top of applications or components, which turns them into web services, and
allows them to interoperate through the Internet.

Web services are loosely coupled interfaces that are described and defined in an
XML-based description document, and are network-accessible through an XML-based
interface. The web services infrastructure contains several open standards. Firstly, the
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) provides the standardized XML-based messag-
ing protocol for web services, which allows sending messages via HTTP (the Internet).
Secondly, the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) allows describing all details
required to access a web service, such as the message formats, transport protocol, and
network location. Finally, a Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI)
registry provides a means for centrally registering web services so that parties are able
to search for desired web services offered by other parties. Much literature describing
the web service standards is available, e.g., [Tsal2002] and more resent [Musc2004],
but this is just a tip of the iceberg.

The web services technology offers many potential benefits. It supports develop-
ing flexible and reusable software components, which can easily be deployed without
changing existing infrastructures. It allows, as described above, the relatively easy
integration of intra and inter-enterprise information systems, including existing legacy
systems; this is generally called Enterprise Application Integration (EAI). And it en-
ables information systems to be accessible through the Internet, enabling e-business
type applications that can operate on a world-wide scale.

2.1.1 Web Services are not e-Services

In this thesis we focus on using web services technology for business purposes. However,
web services are often confused with the relatively new phenomenon of e-services. The
aim of this section is to clarify the difference between web services and e-services. In
computer science literature the term web service seems to be well-defined. On the
other hand many various definitions of e-service exist in the literature. Some of these
e-service definitions show many similarities with web services definitions, where others
clearly state the difference between the two. Below we give several e-service definitions
from which we can conclude that there is little consensus about what e-services are,
and that it is generally unclear whether web services and e-services are one and the
same or not [Baid2004].

Piccinelli et al. define an e-service as: “any asset that is made available
via the Internet to drive new revenue streams or create new efficiencies”
[Picc2001a].

According to Kim et al. e-services are: “an integrated solution for cus-
tomized services that are delivered through the Internet, enabling the dy-
namic discovery, composition, and delivery of services” [Kim2003]. This
definition is synthesized from various other definitions.

Kotov describes e-services as: “the realization of federated and dynamic
e-business components in the Internet environment” [Koto2001].
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Piccinelli et al. give a rather vague definition of e-service by not clearly stating
what kind of asset is made available via the Internet. However, when comparing their
definition with the IBM web services definition, they clearly indicate the difference
between the two. They point out the business goals an e-service should achieve – they
indicate an e-service should add value to stakeholders, either by creating revenues or
saving costs – which is clearly left out in the IBM definition. The definition Kim et al.
give shows many similarities with the web services definition given by IBM. Several
words in their definition can be directly related to parts of the web services technology;
‘discovery’ relates to UDDI, ‘composition’ relates to WSDL, and ‘delivery’ relates to
SOAP. With their definitions, Piccinelli et. al. and Kotov do not put the emphasis
how e-services are realized. Also, Kotov does not further specify what is meant with
e-business components. The only aspect of an e-service that is the same in all above
definitions is that an e-service is made available via the Internet.

In this thesis, we make a clear distinction between e-services and web services.
In our view, e-services are newly set up services that are available to end-consumers
via the Internet. They are triggered by new opportunities, such as new laws, or new
technology. Also, in our opinion, e-services are used to set up new intra and inter-
enterprise business processes, rather than to web-enable reengineered existing business
processes. Therefore, in this thesis, we define an e-service as:

A service, made available via the Internet, which adds value to its cus-
tomers and the business stakeholders involved by offering innovative busi-
ness solutions that are triggered by new opportunities, and are supported
by newly set up intra and inter-enterprise business processes.

In this thesis we adopt the IBM definition of web services. The web services tech-
nology, in our view, provides a platform for creating and running e-services. Central
to this thesis is the use of web services technology in creating new and innovative
e-business type applications, such as e-services. However, the web services technology
may also be used for other purposes, such as improving efficiencies of existing informa-
tion systems through EAI (see Section 2.1). Therefore, in this thesis we not only focus
on creating e-services using web services technology, but also on using web services
technology in improving the efficiency of existing business processes and information
systems (see Section 4.2.2). This is, according to our e-service definition, outside the
scope of the e-service topic.

2.2 Specific Requirements Issues

In designing a web services system, as any software system, it is of course necessary
to address its functional requirements; the system should do the work for which it
was intended. However, this is not enough; quality attributes closely related to those
functional requirements are of large influence of design decisions, and should therefore
also be part of the requirements engineering and software architecture development
processes [Bass2003]. For example, it is not enough to indicate that a system should
have a security function; the level of security should also be indicated. Qualities are
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not independent – e.g. the level of security could negatively influence the level of
performance or availability. A web services requirements engineering approach should
therefore enable reasoning about these system quality attributes:

� Availability A system fails when it does not provide the service as described in
its specification, thus discontinuing its availability to its users

� Modifiability Changes in a systems context often require that system to change
too, but its of importance what elements of a system should be able to change
and who should make those changes

� Performance The time between user actions and the reaction to those actions
of the system determines how well a system performs

� Security A system should refuse unauthorized usage but still provide its services
to authorized users as specified

� Testability A system should contain as little faults as possible, so a system
where faults can be easily revealed via testing is desirable

� Usability The ease in which a user is able to perform a task, and the kind of
support a system provides is important for its efficiency and effectiveness

These above examples of system quality attributes generally apply to any software
system. However, because of the open characteristics of web services, certain attributes
are of more importance for such systems – e.g. security. Web services are accessible
via the Internet, which needs more strict security policies than systems running on a
network internal to an organization. The focus of this thesis, however, is web services
requirements engineering from a business perspective, and we will therefore not address
these above system quality attributes in more detail. Possible business requirements
and qualities of web services systems are:

� Time to market In case of creating innovative e-services, a company often
experiences competitive pressure to develop such a service in the shortest time
possible

� Profitability A successful business web services system creates added value for
all actors involved; they all get a profit or reduce costs

� Value offering A company offers products or services to its customers that are
of their interest; a customer is willing to pay money in order to buy the offered
product of service

� Target customer A firm creates value for a specific customer or market

� Service delivery A product or service is offered to a customer through a chan-
nel, one such channel could be an Internet-accessible web service

� Trust and loyalty In a virtual business environment, possibly created through
web services, a company is much concerned with the ability to trust its business
partners
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� Application integration Large organizations with a complex variety of infor-
mation systems are interested in integrating these systems in order to improve
efficiency and reduce costs

Web services systems operating within a business setting, should achieve business
goals. Therefore, in web services requirements engineering, it is vital to reason about
the strategic and operational business goals such a system should facilitate. This
includes rationale for why requirements are there, and the evaluation whether they are
sufficient [Lams2000]; whether the web services system is able to achieve its business
goals.

Typically, a business strives for an economic profit. Governments or non-profit
organizations attempt to make enough revenues to account for their expenses, and
are therefore also economic driven. Information technology, such as the web services
technology, acts as an enabler for creating new Internet accessible services (e-services)
in order to make a profit or reduce administrative costs [Picc2001a]. The technology
is also used for integrating information systems to improve efficiency. Therefore, any
of those organizations is interested in the economic value a web services system could
create for them; they set strategic business goals concerning economic value and use
web services systems to achieve those goals. This focus on the profitability aspects
of a web services system is central to this thesis. Henceforth we will use the terms
economic value and profitability to indicate the urge of organizations to create new
revenues and reduce costs.

2.3 Existing Requirements Frameworks

Much research has been done on goal-oriented requirements engineering (GORE),
which is concerned with the use of goals for eliciting, elaborating, structuring, specify-
ing, analyzing, negotiating, documenting, and modifying requirements. GORE allows
reasoning about requirements at an early stage by addressing three important aspects:
(1) which goals should be achieved by a system, (2) the specification of functional and
non-functional (quality) requirements of that system in order to achieve those goals,
and (3) the assignment of responsibilities and behaviour (roles) to agents for realizing
those requirements [Lams2001]. Several goal-oriented frameworks have been developed
in which global goals are reduced into sub-goals in an AND/OR tree until they can
be assigned as responsibilities to agents. KAOS [Lams2003] is such a framework in
which goals are expressed formally in a goal tree that contains goals and constraints
to those goals. Agents perform actions on objects they have control over in order to
reach those goals. When it involves business or human parties, the formal character of
KAOS makes this framework too strict because their behaviour tends to deviate from
prescribed actions and hard constraints [Yu1995b]. A completely different approach
to goal modelling is the i* framework [Yu1995a], now extended into Goal-oriented Re-
quirements Language (GRL) [Liu2003a]. Unlike KAOS, this framework can be used
to model and support reasoning about the goals and relationships of business and
human organizational actors. The i* framework also allows expressing non-functional
(quality) requirements using the soft goal construct, which KOAS does not. However
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it does not provide any of the context of time and immediate purpose that is provided
naturally by scenario-based techniques [Alex2002].

Two senario-based RE frameworks are Use Case Maps (UCM ) [Buhr1999] and
e3value [Gord2002]. UCM is a general scenario-based modelling approach, which can
be used to model system or actor behaviour. System behaviour is visualized as compo-
nents providing services by performing activities, and the interaction through messages
between those components. Actor behaviour is modelled as a sequence of actions per-
formed by actors and messages exchanged between these actors. The e3value frame-
work is based on UCM and provides a value-based approach to exploring innovative
e-business ideas. It uses similar modelling constructs and provides a scenario-based
evaluation, although it does not indicate the sequence in which activities are carried
out, but shows how actors depend on other actors to perform an action. It describes
also three viewpoints for exploring such e-business ideas, each with their own focus:
(1) the business value created by the idea, (2) the business processes needed to put
the idea into operation, and (3) the information system that supports those business
processes. It hands detailed guidelines for constructing and evaluating value models.
This strict focus of the framework allows a value-based exploration of e-service ideas,
but disables the exploration of ideas from a focus other than economic value. Although
economic value is of great importance to companies, other business strategic issues are
also of concern (see Section 2.2).

The FS-graphs framework [Brui2002] links functional and quality requirements
with solution fragments at the architectural level, and allows the iterative composition
of an architecture. The framework allows capturing context sensitive architectural
knowledge, such as the concerns of different stakeholders. This representation may
also be used to document and reason about architectural trade-offs. This framework is
very useful in going from existing requirements to an architectural design, but does not
indicate how the requirements are initially gathered. In that sense it does not provide
an approach for exploring possible implementations of a business idea. Later work by
Baida et al. does allow conducting a systematic exploration of design alternatives in
a e-business idea linking the e3value and the FS-graphs frameworks [Baid2003]. This
approach allows reasoning about business strategic issues other than those concerning
economic value. However, this method does not support goal-oriented reasoning about
alternatives, which is critical in determining whether alternatives satisfy strategic busi-
ness goals.

The Rational Unified Process (RUP) [IBM2004] is a traditional, heavy-weight
methodology. It uses the 4+1 view model as a conceptual basis, which contains four
individual views – logical, process, development, and physical – and allows correspon-
dence among these views, because they are not fully independent [Kruc1995]. Creating
web services based on an innovative business idea, however, requires a short time-to-
market (see Section 2.2), which in turn means that heavy-weight methodologies, such
as RUP, are not applicable [Fink2001].

The issues concerning our research question (see Section 1.1) indicate that we need:

1. a goal-oriented approach that allows reasoning about strategic goals of actors
involved in a web services idea, and the tasks they perform and the dependency
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relationships they have in order to reach those goals

2. a means of exploring web services implementation alternatives by reasoning
about both functional and non-functional (quality) requirements, and how these
various requirements influence each other

3. a value-based approach for evaluating web services ideas on their profitability
for each actor involved

4. a scenario-based approach to describe the behaviour and interaction of actors
involved in a web services idea

5. a multi-viewpoint approach exploring a web services idea each addressing con-
cerns of different stakeholders

Based on these above requirements, we have selected two of the available frame-
works described in this section; no single framework supports all of the above require-
ments. The first framework, i*, provides a goal-oriented approach (requirement 1) for
exploring implementation alternatives based on functional and non-functional require-
ments (requirement 2). The second framework, e3value, allows value-based evaluation
of web services ideas (requirement 3) using a scenario-based modelling approach (re-
quirement 4), and employs multiple viewpoints for addressing issues of concern for
various types of stakeholders (requirement 5).
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Chapter 3

The Adopted Frameworks – i*
and e3value

In Chapter 2 we summarize existing frameworks that are applicable in requirements
engineering for web services, and we make a case for two frameworks: (1) the goal-
oriented i* framework, and (2) the value-based e3value framework. In this chapter
we give a detailed introduction of both frameworks.

Section 3.1 starts with the a general introduction to the i* framework, follows
with a detailed illustration of the modelling part (Section 3.1.1), and ends with a brief
characterization of the evaluation part of the framework (Section 3.1.2). Following,
Section 3.2 does the same for the e3value framework. This chapter concludes with
a comparison of the two frameworks, and the advantages and disadvantages of both
frameworks in Section 3.3.

3.1 Goal-oriented Exploration of Strategic Actors

The i* framework [Yu1995a] provides a goal-oriented approach for a number of in-
formation system related areas. In developing a new information system, it may be
used to capture early phase requirements, and get sufficient understanding about the
application domain in order to make decisions about its implementation. Also, in
reshaping inefficient or ineffective organization processes using information systems,
the framework can provide a means of understanding rationales behind existing pro-
cesses and structures, and identify inefficient, obsolete, or conflicting process steps and
flows. Furthermore, the impact of introducing a new information system on existing
organizational structures, processes, and culture may be analysed using the i* frame-
work. Many other applications of the framework are possible. The key feature of this
framework is that it provides a means for exploring possible solution alternatives for
creating new or improving existing business or information system situations.

The framework consists of two parts: (1) modelling concepts for the visualization
of strategic actor networks showing alternatives for how they depend on each other,
and how they address their internal interests and concerns in order to achieve them,
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and (2) evaluation techniques for analyzing which alternative addresses these interests
and concerns most satisfying. By providing these means, the i* framework offers an
approach for strategic and argumentative reasoning and decisions-making about sit-
uations with several alternatives, based on many various issues of concern. E.g. in
software engineering this framework offers support for making decisions about various
implementation alternatives using its modelling and evaluation concepts to gain knowl-
edge about the application domain. Typical issues of concern to various stakeholders
in such a decision-making process are system requirements, such as performance, relia-
bility, usability, security, maintainability, etc., but also business requirements, such as
profitability, operational expenses, time-to-market, etc. The i* framework provides a
means for combining all issues of concern to be addressed into one or more models, and
analyzing the influence of specific issues on other issues. The Goal-oriented Require-
ments Language (GRL) is based on i*. GRL is part of the User Requirements Notation
(URN) [Amyo2003], which has been proposed for standardization by the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU-T) as the Z.150 series of recommendations.

3.1.1 Modelling Constructs

The central concept in i* models is that of strategic actors, and how they depend on
each other to achieve what they want. Strategic actors seek a pattern of dependency
relationships that are most advantageous for them. A Strategic Dependency (SD)
model shows such dependency relationships. A Strategic Rationale (SR) model extends
an SD model by showing the internal interest and concerns of actors. It also shows the
different alternatives of how actors may address these internal interest and concerns.

In this chapter we use an example from the music rights clearance domain to
illustrate the modelling techniques of the frameworks used in our approach. Figure 3.1
shows the SD model of music rights clearance for radio stations, and Figure 3.2 shows
the corresponding SR model. Music radio stations make music public to their listeners
via a radio signal. In order to legally broadcast music, a radio station has to buy the
rights to make that music public from the musicians and producers that created that
music, the rights holders; it has to pay a clearance fee. An intermediate between radio
stations and rights holders is the rights society that represents the interests of the
rights holders within a country. Such a rights society collects the clearance fees from
the radio stations and re-partitions the collected fees among its members (musicians
and producers who hold rights to music) based on the shares they hold.

In i*, an actor is an active entity with goals it wants to achieve by carrying out
actions. This generic concept may be further specified as an agent or a role. A role
is an abstract characterization of an actors responsibilities and behaviour within a
context. An agent is a concrete actor with specific capabilities. E.g., in the music
rights clearance SD model, shown in Figure 3.1, the agent Listener plays one role of
Radio listener, and the agent Radio station plays the role of Radio broadcaster. The Rights
society agent plays two roles. First, the role of Rights clearance provider, in which it
provides rights clearance to Radio station in exchange for a Clearance fee, and second the
role of Fee re-partitioner, in which it re-distributes the collected fees among the rightful
owners. Finally, Musician and Producer both play the role of Rights holder.

Dependency links indicate on which other actors an actor depends for what, in order
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Figure 3.1: i* SD model showing the network of strategic actors in the music rights
clearance process and their dependency relationships

for that actor to achieve its goals in the most effective and efficient way. Dependencies
are distinguished based on the four intentional element types in i* – goal, soft goal,
task, and resource – according to the nature of the relationship. In Figure 3.1 the
role Rights holder, played by Musician and Producer, depends on a Rights society to provide
a Re-partitioned fee in its role of Fee re-partitioner, which in exchange depends on a Rights
holder to sell the Right to make public.

A goal is a condition or state of affairs that an actor would like to achieve. Figure
3.1 shows that a Radio broadcaster depends on a Radio listener in order to achieve its goal
that an Audience be listening. In Figure 3.2, the internal goal of a Rights society is that the
Interests of musicians and producers be defended, while the internal goal of a Listener is to
Be listening to music.

A soft goal is a non-functional (quality) attribute that, unlike a (hard) goal, has no
clear-cut criteria for successful achievement. In Figure 3.2, both Musician and Producer
depend on Rights society to get a Significant [Re-partitioned fee] in order to reach the Profitable
soft goal. This soft goal is an attribute of the resource dependency Re-partitioned fee
from the Rights holder role, played by both Musician an Producer agents, to the role of Fee
re-partitioner, which is played by Rights society. It is not clear when a Producer or Musician
finds the fee it receives significant; this may be relative to other fees it receives from
other sources, such as CD or concert ticket sales. Note that these other sources are not
modelled in the SD and SR models because, in this example, we are only concerned
with the rights clearance model for radio stations.
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Figure 3.2: i* SR model showing the internal interests and concerns of the actors in
the music rights clearance process

A resource is a physical or information entity with its availability as its main
concern. Figure 3.1 shows various resource dependencies, such as the Re-partitioned fee
that Rights holder should receive from Rights society in its role of Fee re-partitioner, while
Fee re-partitioner depends on Rights holder for receiving the Right to make public so that it can
provide this to Radio station, in the role of Radio broadcaster, in exchange for a Clearance
fee.

A task is a specific procedure performed by an agent or a role, which is carried out
in order to accomplish a goal. E.g., in Figure 3.2, agent Radio station carries out the
task Run radio station, or role Radio listener performs the task Listen to radio.

A means-end link describes one possible way of achieving a goal or a task, by
connecting a task to a goal or another task. E.g. in Figure 3.2 a Listener wants to
achieve its goal Be listening to music by carrying out the task Listen to radio in the role of
Radio listener. Also, a Radio station aims at reaching its task Run radio station by performing
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the task Broadcast radio signal in its Radio broadcaster role. A means-end link is an OR-
construct; if one of the connected means (goal or task) is reached, the main task or goal
is also reached. With this construct it is possible to visualize several alternatives to
reaching a goal or a task in one SR model. Note that the SR model in Figure 3.2 does
not contain such an indication of alternatives. For reasons of space and complexity it
is possible to construct separate SR models for each alternative.

Decomposition links define the sub-components of tasks and goals, which can be
other tasks, goals, or soft goals. Figure 3.2 shows tasks, which are decomposed into
sub-tasks. E.g. a Radio broadcaster performs the task of Broadcast radio signal, which
consist of broadcasting both commercials, in order to get income, and music, as well
as buying the rights to make music public. Also, it shows goals or tasks that are
decomposed into soft goals such as Musician and Producer having their strategic tasks
(Make music, and Invest in musicians respectfully) decomposed into the Profitable soft goal.
This indicates that they not only want to reach their strategic goals, but also want to
make an economic profit with it. Following, the Run radio station task of Radio station is
decomposed into two soft goals, indicating that it wants to run its business in a Legal
and Profitable way. Finally, in Figure 3.2, the strategic goal of Rights society knows the
most complex decomposition into soft goals and tasks internal to two different roles
it plays, namely Right clearance provider and Fee re-paritioner. In order to reach its goal,
Rights society needs the tasks Clear right to make music public and Re-partition fees among rights
holders to be carried out in a Profitable manner and such that they result in a Significant
[Re-partitioned fee] for the rights holders. A decomposition link is an AND-construct.
Therefore, to reach the main task or goal, all sub-tasks, sub-goals, and sub-soft goals
must be reached.

A contribution link describes the positive or negative impact of one element on
another. Figure 3.2 shows that by performing the task Broadcast commercials in the role
of Radio broadcaster, the Rights society helps itself performing the task Run radio station in
a Profitable way, which is indicated with a positive help contribution link ( ). Also,
by performing the task Buy right to make music public in the role of Radio broadcaster, Radio
station ensures it runs its business in a Legal way, indicated with a make contribution
link ( ).

3.1.2 Evaluation Techniques

Evaluating i* models starts with assigning qualitative checkmark labels to goals, tasks,
soft goals, and resources, internal to actors. These internal intentional elements may
be labelled as follows: Satisficed ( ), Weakly satisficed ( ), Conflict/Irresolva- ble ( ), Weakly
denied ( ), or Denied ( ). The impacts of these labelled intentional elements to other
intentional elements and dependencies are then evaluated by propagating the labels
using a qualitative labelling algorithm [Chun2000]. The viability of an i* model is
assessed based on these resulting checkmark labels. In this chapter we do not give
an extensive demonstration of how these labels are propagated through an i* model,
using this labelling algorithm, or how to assess an i* model based on these labels.
However, in chapter 6 we illustrate the i* evaluation techniques using a business case.
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3.2 Value-based Requirements Engineering

The e3value framework [Gord2002] provides a value-based approach for answering
questions about the economic feasibility of a business idea in the early stages of re-
quirements engineering for web-based information systems. It may be used to deter-
mine if a business idea, consisting of multiple stakeholders exchanging and consuming
objects of value, is profitable for each stakeholder involved. Also, it might help in
getting common understanding among the stakeholders about a business idea. The
main characteristic of the framework is that economic issues of concern are addressed
first, before aiming at the detailed (system) requirements of the supporting informa-
tion systems. Therefore, the development of an information system originates from
the business needs and goals it has to support, thus making it much more likely that
it supports that business strategy successfully.

Like the i* framework, the e3value framework consists of modelling constructs for
creating multi-actor models, and evaluation techniques for analyzing these models.
However, this framework only focuses on assessing the economic viability of such a
model. E.g. in the example of the music rights clearance model for radio stations, the
e3value framework may be used to determine if all actors within the model gain eco-
nomic value or consumer (need-satisfying) experiences, by participating in the model.
If one or more actors do not gain economic or psychological value, these actors will be
unlikely to cooperate in the model as indicated, marking the failure of that model.

The framework describes steps in which one or more value models are constructed,
and evaluated on their economic viability, from three different viewpoints: (1) business
value, (2) business process, and (3) information system. The business value viewpoint
focuses on how value is created, distributed and consumed in a network of actors, using
economic reciprocity as the main rationale; actors are only willing to offer value objects
when they receive sufficient compensation in return. The business process viewpoint
spotlights how a business idea is put into operation by showing the operational process
flow and operational expenses. The information system viewpoint shows its main
software components and their interactions, as well as its operational and investment
expenses. Using multiple viewpoints is vital in not only getting in-depth insight in the
economic feasibility of a business idea, but also the implementation and operation of
the supporting information system.

For constructing models from business value viewpoint, the e3value framework
provides its own modelling constructs (see section 3.2.1). However, for creating busi-
ness process and information system models, the e3value framework makes use of Use
Case Maps (UCM ) [Buhr1998], on which the e3value modelling constructs are based.
UCM is a modelling approach that provides constructs that are helpful in modelling
for software engineering in a scenario-based manner. UCM and e3value share many
similarities, however some differences exist, which are explained in [Gord2002] (section
3.4). UCM, like GRL, is part of the User Requirements Notation (URN ) [Amyo2003].

3.2.1 Modelling Constructs

From a business value viewpoint, the central concept in the scenario-based e3value
models is that of economic actors trying to gain an economic profit or get a need-
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satisfying experience, and how they create, distribute and consume value objects in
a multi-actor network. An actor model shows the overall value model, the actors
involved, and the value objects they exchange. A value activity model enriches the
actor model by assigning activities to performing actors that add value to one or more
other actors by creating value objects.

Figure 3.3: e3value actor model showing the multi-actor network for the music rights
clearance process

Figure 3.3 and 3.4 respectively show the actor model and the value activity model
of our example showing the model for clearing music rights for radio stations. In
e3value, an actor is perceived by its environment as an independent economic, often
also legal, entity – e.g., in Figure 3.3, the actor Rights society. A special actor, called a
market segment, represents a group of actors who attribute economic value to objects
equally – e.g., in Figure 3.3, the market segment Listener represents a large group of
end-consumers that listen to the same Radio signal. The decision to model an entity as
an actor or a market segment depends on the modelling and analysis purpose. In our
example of music rights clearance for radio station, we are interested in analyzing the
potential profitability for the Musician and Producer market segments as a result of the
re-distribution of clearance fees, which are paid by the Radio station market segment, to
the Rights society intermediary.

A value object is a service, a product, or even an experience that is of economic
value to at least one of the actors within a value model – e.g., Right to make public is of
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Figure 3.4: e3value activity model showing how performing actors in the music rights
clearance process create and distribute value objects

value for Radio station and Rights society in Figure 3.3. The first actor needs to obtain
this right to legally broadcast music, and the latter resells this right to Radio station for
a fee. An object of value may be intangible, but vital for the working of a value model.
For instance, a model where a service provider offers a discount to its customers in
exchange for loyalty from its customers so that they will not switch to a competing
service provider. Loyalty, in this case, is intangible because it is hard to express in
money, but may be vital for the service provider to run a profitable business.

A value activity represents a task carried out by an actor that produces one or
more objects that are of value to one or more other actors. In Figure 3.4, Rights society
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performs the activities Clear right to make music public, and Re-partition fees among rights
holders, which produces a Re-partitioned fee that is of value to both Producer and Musician.
In exchange, Producer and Musician sell the rights to make their music public to Rights
society, which enables Rights society to clear the rights for the Radio stations for which it
receives a Clearance fee.

An actor uses a value port to provide (out port) to, or request (in port) value
objects from other actors. The concept of a port is important, because it enables
to abstract away from the internal business processes of actors, an to focus on how
external actors and other components of a value model may be plugged in. E.g., Radio
station is not concerned with how Rights society processes its rights clearance request but
only with receiving the right to make music public in exchange for a fee so it is able
to run its business.

A value exchange connects two value ports with each other. It represents one or
more potential trades of value objects between value ports. It shows which actors are
willing to exchange value objects with each other. E.g. Radio station is willing to offer
a Clearance fee to Rights society.

Value ports are grouped into a value interface, which shows the value objects an
actor is willing to exchange in return for other objects. E.g. in Figure 3.3, Rights society
has a value interface that is willing to offer a Right to make public at the out port, in
exchange for a Clearance fee at the in port. At value interface level, the exchange of
value objects is atomic; either all exchanges occur as specified or none at all. A value
interface does not indicate the temporal ordering of objects to be exchanges on its
ports, and it may also contain several in and out ports.

A value scenario shows a causal sequence of value exchanges, which represents one
or more potential trades of value objects between value ports. It consists of a scenario
path to come from a start stimulus (in Figure 3.4 a Listener performing the activity Listen
to radio) to one or more end stimuli (Musician and Producer both performing the activity
Sell right to make public). A scenario results in several paths when using an OR-fork, or
splits in multiple parallel paths when using an AND-fork. Thus, a scenario shows one
or more paths of actors exchanging value objects, which generally starts with an end-
consumer requesting a service or product. Our example of the music rights clearance
value chain starts with a Listener that listens to a Radio signal broadcasted by Radio
station, thus creating an Audience. In order to make music public, the Radio station buys
the rights to make the music it plays public by paying a Clearance fee. Following, the
Rights society clears the rights by collecting the Clearance fee, and re-distributes these
collected fees among the rights holders (Producer and Musician). They sell the rights to
make their music public in exchange for a fee (Re-partitioned fee), which concludes the
scenario path. Note that this value model only knows one scenario path because it
only contains AND-forks.

3.2.2 Evaluation Techniques

The goal in evaluating an e3value model is to assess the economic profitability of the
model for each of the actors involved. The model is not economically viable if at
least one actor does not gain from the model – e.g., a business creates a loss, or an
end-consumer does not experience a received product or service as need-satisfying; the
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economic value it assigns to the product or service is less than the fee it has to pay for
it.

The e3value evaluation starts with creating profitability sheets for each actor in-
volved. These sheets are created by following the scenario path or paths and adding the
value objects that flow in and out to the sheets of the corresponding actor. Next the
number of scenario occurrences per month are estimated, as well as for each scenario
path, if there are more than one, the likelihood of that scenario path being executed.
After that, economic value is assigned to the objects that are created, distributed
and consumed by the actors in the model, based on figures from existing sources or
made assumptions if there are no existing sources available. The profitability of the
value model for each actor involved is calculated with this information. Finally, the
null-scenario, which reflects the original value model, is possibly complemented with
several evolutionary scenarios indicating potential changes in the null-scenario, thus
showing the vulnerability of the value model.

If business process and information system models are created, profitability sheets
are created for those viewpoints too, in a similar manner as those for models from
business value viewpoint. We will not explain these steps in this chapter. However,
we will illustrate the e3value evaluation techniques in Chapter 6 using a case study.

3.3 Comparison of Frameworks

Table 3.1 shows a comparison of the two frameworks, summarizing their main at-
tributes. With this comparison we can determine the specific purposes, advantages,
and disadvantages of both frameworks.

The i* framework is a means for exploring alternatives during many various de-
velopment or improvement tracks in fields like software engineering, business process
reengineering, business modelling, etc., by allowing reasoning about and capturing
of decisions. The flexibility of the framework results in many advantages; the i*
framework allows a requirements engineer to address many different types of issues of
concern, which can be combined into one model. Using the evaluation techniques en-
ables the assessment of how these different types of requirements influence each other.
Imagine the development of an information system with performance and security as
main issues of concern. Increasing systems security generally has a negative impact on
systems performance. The i* framework provides modelling constructs, such as the
contribution link, to model and analyze such an influence. However, the frameworks
flexibility also represents a serious disadvantage. In order to address many different
issues of concern, the modelling constructs, such as agent, role, goal, task, soft goal,
resource, etc., are general of nature. Therefore, it is often possible to model one sit-
uation in various ways; no standardized way of modelling a situation exist – e.g., the
choice between using a task or a goal is not always clear. This makes inconsistency
between models and modelling-styles a potential problem. However, design patterns
could be the solution to this problem.

The e3value framework provides a specific means for assessing the economic vi-
ability of business ideas from different viewpoints, based on detailed figures and as-
sumptions. The framework allows business developers, business process designers, and
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Attribute i* e3value
Main focus Strategic goals (Goal-

oriented)
Economic value (Value-based)

Application Articulating, analyzing and
selecting alternatives for
achieving goals of strategic
actors

Creating and evaluating eco-
nomic viable value models;
profitable for all actors in-
volved

Agent-oriented Yes (Supports actors, agents,
roles, positions, dependencies
etc.)

Yes (Supports actors, activi-
ties, value exchanges, etc.)

Scenario-based No Yes (But does not indicate se-
quence of activities)

Supported re-
quirements types

Any requirements type
(System, process, strate-
gic, etc. – Functional and
non-functional)

Economic value requirements
only (Profitability)

Multiple view-
points

Yes (Possible to create custom
viewpoints)

Yes (Provides predefined
viewpoints: value, process,
and information system)

Models Strategic Dependency (SD),
Strategic Rationale (SR)

Actor, Value activity

Evaluation tech-
niques

Qualitative checkmark la-
belling of intentional elements
based on general assumptions

Profitability analysis for each
actor involved based on de-
tailed existing figures and
made assumptions

URN associated Yes (Basis of GRL) Yes (Based on UCM )

Table 3.1: Compared features of i* and e3value frameworks

software architects to create models from different viewpoints that show corresponding
economic revenues and expenses, and following combine these into an overall profitabil-
ity evaluation. An advantage of the e3value framework is it that allows stakeholders
to address economic issues in the early phases of requirements engineering, and to
come up with an economically viable business idea, before other issues, such as system
requirements for the supporting information systems, are addressed. Another advan-
tage is that the modelling constructs, such as value objects, value activities, and value
exchanges, as well as evaluation techniques, such as profitability sheets, are specifi-
cally developed to address issues of economic value. The framework provides many
guidelines, thus ensuring a standardized way for creating value models. Despite the
frameworks specific financial focus, its possible to focus on such non-economic require-
ments, but the framework keeps economic feasibility as its overall focus of concern.
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Chapter 4

Exploring Alternatives from a
Business Value Viewpoint

Web Services are creating technology enabled opportunities for the redesign of ex-
isting, or creation of new business models and processes. A business idea for a web
services system often knows many possible implementation alternatives. Exploring
(identifying, evaluating, and selecting) such implementation alternatives starts with
expressing what the business goals of the stakeholders involved are, before creating
business models showing how these stakeholders interact in order to reach those goals.
The i* framework provides an approach that is suitable for the exploration of web
services ideas, because it provides goal-oriented modeling constructs and evaluation
techniques.

In order to design and implement a successful web services system that has to oper-
ate in a business setting – different stakeholders are involved, with different commercial
goals – it is crucial that it offers a sound value proposition to all actors involved. There-
fore, before addressing system requirements, such as security, performance, configura-
tion and deployment, maintenance, etc., it is vital to address value-based (business)
requirements by performing a quantitative economic value evaluation at the earliest
consideration of alternatives. Also, value analysis is an essential part of goal-oriented
analysis, because goals are desirable states, and states are desirable because they have
value [Gord2004b]. With the i* framework, issues of economic value can be addressed
by representing them as goals, resources, tasks, and soft goals in SD and SR mod-
els. However, the i* framework provides evaluation techniques which typically allow a
qualitative viability assessment of alternatives based on general assumptions. This re-
stricts the needed quantitative economic value evaluation of alternatives, which should
be based on detailed existing figures and assumptions in order to assess the economic
profitability of the value model as realistic as possible.

A framework for constructing and evaluating profitable value models is e3value. It
provides modeling concepts and evaluation techniques for exploring e-business models
from a business value viewpoint. This viewpoint shows how a multi-actor network
creates, distributes and consumes economic value. It contributes to insight in revenues
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and expenses, caused by the exchange of valuable objects between actors. However,
because of its specific value-based focus this framework is, unlike the i* framework,
less suitable for identifying, evaluating and selecting the potential viable alternatives
based on general functional and non-functional (qualitative) requirements.

Apparently, each framework provides and lacks a specific aspect needed in the
business-oriented exploration process for web services systems. i* provides a means
for exploring alternatives, but is ill-equipped for evaluating the profitability of alter-
natives in a detailed and value-based way. e3value allows such a detailed profitability
evaluation, but is less suited for exploring alternatives addressing many different types
of business and system requirements, which i* is. It seems, though, that the two frame-
works can complement each other very well. Also, from our comparison in Chapter
3, we can see that both frameworks have links with the User Requirements Notation
(URN ). The e3value methodology is based on Use Case Maps (UCM ), which is one
of the two parts of the URN. The other part is Goal-oriented Requirement Language
(GRL), which is based on the i* framework. Therefore, in exploring web services alter-
natives in order to find the most viable alternative, we combine these two frameworks.

In this chapter we describe our Business-oriented Approach Supporting web Ser-
vices Idea Exploration (BASSIE ). This approach makes complementary use of the i*
and e3value frameworks, in order to support the iterative exploration of the economic
viability of web services ideas. We provide process steps and detailed guidelines for
constructing both i* and e3value models of implementation alternatives and evalu-
ating these models to assess the viability of those alternatives in order to select one
for implementation. The guidelines, explained in this chapter, focus on the web ser-
vice specific aspects of our exploration process. For detailed information and general
guidelines on constructing and evaluating i* and e3value models, we refer to [Yu1995a]
and [Gord2002] respectively. Also, this chapter only addresses the exploration of web
services ideas from a business value viewpoint; the use of other viewpoints in BASSIE
we discuss in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 extensively illustrates our approach using the
example of exploring profitable alternatives for clearing music rights for Internet radio
stations. In this chapter we use the example introduced in Chapter 3 to explain the
exploration steps and guidelines of BASSIE.

Section 4.1 starts this chapter off by giving an overview of the steps in our web ser-
vices idea exploration approach, followed by a description how to devise an originating
web services idea in Section 4.2. Sections 4.3 and 4.5 illustrate how the i* modeling
concepts are used to define several alternatives. Sections 4.4 and 4.6 demonstrate
how e3value models are created based on i* models. How the models are evaluated
using the e3value and i* evaluation techniques we discuss in Sections 4.7 and 4.8
respectively. Section 4.9 explains how gained knowledge from exploring unviable al-
ternatives is used in devising new alternatives. Following, Section 4.10 argues the need
for other viewpoints to properly explore an alternative. Finally, Section 4.11 presents
this chapter’s conclusions.
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4.1 Process Overview

Figure 4.1 shows the steps of our iterative business-oriented web services exploration
method BASSIE from a business value viewpoint. The steps of this part of our explo-
ration approach are briefly introduced in this section. Each step is described in more
detail in the following Sections 4.2 to 4.9, were we give detailed guidelines.

Figure 4.1: Exploring a web services idea from a business value viewpoint

Step 1: Have a web services idea (create alternative from business value
viewpoint)
Our methodology is applicable in two situations: during (1) improvement of an ex-
isting situation, or while (2) constructing a complete new idea. For solving problems
or improving inefficiencies in an existing business situation, the first iteration of our
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methodology is to explore and evaluate that current situation and from there con-
struct new alternatives. Creating a new idea starts with identifying opportunities, in
which certain methodologies can be of use, which we will point out briefly. However,
constructing an idea is typically a creative process in which methodologies are of little
use. This creative process is for that reason outside the scope of this thesis. Section
4.2 addresses the two options of both improving an existing situation and coming up
with a new idea.

Step 2: Create i* SD model
In a web services system, several actors interact and depend on each other. These
identified actors depend on each other for tasks they perform, goals and soft goals
they want to achieve, and resources they need. Therefore, after the web services idea
to-be-explored is shortly described and a first alternative is created in step 1, our ap-
proach follows with the i* SD model construction of that alternative. An SD model
shows the task, soft goal, goal and resource dependencies between actors. Section 4.3
gives guidelines for constructing SD models that are specific for our business-oriented
exploration methodology.

Step 3: Construct e3value actor model based on i* SD model
Based on an SD model, an e3value actor model is created so that dependencies of
economic value in the SD model are translated to value objects and exchanges in the
actor model. This step is introduced in our methodology to assure that the i* SR
model, which extends a SD model, can problem-free be used to construct the e3value
value activity model that extends the corresponding actor model. If step 3 would be
omitted, the chance of step 5 failing would increase. Section 4.4 shows the conversion
guidelines for going from an SD model to an actor model. If, after constructing an
actor model based on the SD model in step 3, the two models are inconsistent, our
approach indicates that it is vital to go back to step 2 in order to alter the SD model
so that it is consistent with the actor model.

Step 4: Create i* SR model
Based on the SD model, an SR model is constructed that shows the internal intentions
and tasks of the actors involved. Our methodology demands that issues of economic
value (profitability) are addressed in the SR model, in order to make the SR model
convertible to a value activity model in step 5. The guidelines for constructing an SR
model for the process of exploring web services ideas are discussed in Section 4.5. If,
after step 4, existing dependencies in the SD model are altered, or new dependencies
are added, our approach goes back to step 2 in order to make these same changes in
the SD model.

Step 5: Construct e3value activity model based on i* SR model
The SR model is converted to a value activity model, showing the internal activities
that each actor involved performs to add value for other actors in the model. Con-
verting the SR model to a value activity model is required to enable the profitability
evaluation of the implementation alternative in step 6. Section 4.6 concentrates on the
guidelines for constructing a value activity model based on an SR model. If after step 5
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the constructed value activity model and the corresponding SR model are inconsistent,
our approach goes back to either step 2 if it includes dependencies inconsistent with
value exchanges, or goes back to step 4 if it only concerns tasks internal to i* roles
inconsistent with value activities internal to e3value actors.

Step 6: Evaluate e3value activity model
The value activity model is evaluated in order to determine the profitability and sen-
sitivity of the web services idea. This is done to increase confidence in the viability
and sustainability of the web services implementation. Section 4.7 hands guidelines
for the evaluation of the web services idea using the e3value evaluation techniques.

Step 7: Evaluate i* SR model
The SR model is evaluated by importing the e3value evaluation results into the SR
model – checkmark labels are assigned to the corresponding profitability soft goals –
and propagating their checkmark label values through the SR model. Based on this
i* evaluation, the viability of the web services idea is determined. Guidelines for im-
porting and propagating these evaluation results are discussed in Section 4.8. If after
step 7 one or more alternatives seem viable, these alternatives are explored from other
viewpoints (see Chapter 5). If no viable alternatives are found, new alternatives are
devised in step 8.

Step 8: Devise new alternative for business value viewpoint
The e3value and i* evaluations may identify inefficiencies or faults that cause an al-
ternative to be infeasible. If so, these identified faults or inefficiencies are solved by
adding new actors, changing the internal intentional elements of existing of i* agents,
or assigning dependencies differently. New alternatives that seem more likely to be vi-
able are constructed using the knowledge gained from exploring infeasible alternatives
in previous iterations. These new alternatives may then be explored for each alterna-
tive going through step 2 to 7 of our approach. This iterative approach is repeated
until a satisfying alternative is found, or no new alternatives can be devised which
results in the unsatisfactory end of a web services idea exploration. Section 4.9 will
further discuss this step.

Continue the exploration of alternatives from additional viewpoints
When an implementation alternative seems viable from a business value viewpoint, the
choice of actually implementing this alternative is not to be made after the alternative
is also explored and evaluated from other perspectives as well. Additional viewpoints –
such as a business process, and information system viewpoint – are used to determine
operational and technical feasibility and expenses of alternatives. These estimated
expenses, together with the value model profitability analysis, provide in-depth in-
formation based on which the overall economic viability of alternatives is thoroughly
assessed. Exploring web services alternatives from these viewpoints is not discussed
in this chapter, but is the topic of Chapter 5. It describes the continuation of our
exploration methodology from additional viewpoints.
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Use a similar approach to further address issues of concern other than eco-
nomic value
BASSIE allows a business-oriented exploration of web services ideas, by addressing
economic viability in detail, and allowing an overall analysis of the operational and
technical feasibility of alternatives; the main focus is economic viability. Although this
is a highly important aspect of successful web services, other issues are to be addressed
too. Other business requirements – e.g. time-to-market, service delivery (channels),
trust and loyalty, etc. – are important in the early stages of web services requirements
engineering. System requirements are more of the essence in later stages of web ser-
vices requirements engineering, but may have impact on business requirements. E.g.,
an increase of security measures may result in an increase of expenses, thus nega-
tively influencing economic viability. Possible system requirements are manageability,
security, performance, maintainability, etc.

The i* framework allows all these above mentioned requirements types to be com-
bined into models, and these models to be evaluated in order to determine how these
issues influence each other. The framework provides evaluation techniques that allow
some requirements types to be properly analyzed, such as security and privacy require-
ments [Liu2003b]. However, certain requirements types require specific frameworks in
order to collect evaluation results detailed enough to properly assess the viability of
alternatives. In this thesis we describe how e3value can be used to concentrate on
value-based requirements. Other frameworks might be used to address other require-
ments issues, such as Sofware Performance Engineering (SPE ), which may be used to
perform predictive performance evaluation of a web services system [Catl2004]. Fol-
lowing, the SPE evaluation results are imported into i* SR models, in the same way
this thesis describes how our approach uses e3value evaluation results to determine
economic viability, so that the performance viability of the model and the influence of
performance on other issues are determined.

4.2 Step 1: Have a Web Services Idea

Our exploration approach starts with having a web services idea for a business solution,
which is just a short description of a couple of sentences. It should typically describe a
business scenario and the actors that are involved in this business environment. How
the actors interact, what their goals are, and how they depend on each other is not
of importance yet. This first step is to determine what the idea entails, and questions
like why, how, and if this idea should work, are addressed later in the process.

4.2.1 Iterative Process

BASSIE provides an iterative flow of steps for exploring and evaluating implemen-
tation alternatives (see Figure 4.1). The evaluation of one alternative can show its
infeasibility, which can trigger new ideas. The knowledge gained during the explo-
ration of infeasible alternatives are used to construct other alternatives that are more
likely to be viable.
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Guideline 1.1:
Start web services idea exploration with the alternative that is most likely to be success-
ful, but also investigate other alternatives, using knowledge from previous iterations.

An essential requirement for generating web services ideas is knowledge of the do-
main. The exploration steps represented in Figure 4.1 give a handle for identifying,
evaluating and selecting (exploring) web services ideas. By running through several
iterations that may or may not be viable, knowledge about the domain is collected,
which is used to construct new ideas (see Section 4.9); reasons why certain models do
not fully work, may trigger the identification of new ideas for better alternatives.

4.2.2 Decide Situation of Application: New vs. Existing

Two possible situations exist in which our methodology is applicable: (1) while con-
structing an idea that improves an existing situation that knows problems and ineffi-
ciencies, or (2) in the creation of a new profit-making idea triggered by new opportu-
nities through innovative (web services) technology, new laws, etc. Both approaches
use the iterative flow of steps for exploring alternatives, and use gained knowledge to
come up with other, more viable, alternatives. However, each approach does not have
the same starting point, because in devising a new web services idea no current situa-
tion to be explored first exists; the knowledge for getting and constructing a new idea
has to come from a different source. The example of music rights clearance for radio
stations introduced in Chapter 3, which we use to explain the exploration steps and
guidelines in this chapter, represents an existing situation that needs to be improved.

Devise an Idea to Improve an Existing Situation

In case of improving an existing situation, knowledge about the domain is already
present. However, this does not have to be the proper knowledge because the existing
situation knows problems and inefficiencies. Either way, the current situation is the
ideal starting point for exploring and evaluating web services ideas that improve this
situation.

Guideline 1.2:
Start web services idea exploration for improving an existing business situation by first
modelling and evaluating the current situation.

Observing and analyzing existing business processes may result in the identification
of faults and inefficiencies, which could indicate the need for a web services solution.
When an existing situation is to be improved, such as the music rights clearance ex-
ample introduced in Chapter 3, our methodology starts with exploring and evaluating
that existing situation first, by going through the first iteration of steps 4.3 to 4.9 of
our methodology. This evaluation helps in determining the magnitude of the problem;
before deciding to implement an information system, one should always find out if this
is really necessary. When, after evaluating an existing situation, it is clear that an
information system is needed to improve that situation, the i* and e3value evaluation
results are used in devising alternatives that may be a solution to existing problems
and inefficiencies. i* intentional elements and dependency relationships that are not
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satisficed indicate points of improvement, as well as an e3value model in which one or
more actors do not make a profit.

Devise an Innovative Idea Based on New Opportunities

When it involves a new idea, little is known about the domain and the feasibility of
possible alternatives. Gathering as much information as possible about the, newly
formed, domain helps in coming up with an idea that is likely to be viable. However,
gathering the knowledge for creating a first alternative of a new idea is done using
other methodologies than the exploration approach described in this thesis.

Guideline 1.3:
Start exploration of a new web services idea, which is triggered by new opportunities,
by gathering information about the domain, writing down a short description of the
idea, and modelling and evaluating a first alternative.

The identification of new opportunities can be done using a number of methodolo-
gies – e.g. market research, SWOT analysis, gap analysis, brainstorm sessions with
stakeholders, etc. The basic aspect of identifying new opportunities is the lack of
something that could be of value for consumers, business partners, or other actors.
The idea is written down as a short description indicating the key characteristics, such
as the service, possible parties involved, added value to the customers or users of the
service, etc., which is the starting point of the web services idea exploration. Identify-
ing and constructing new ideas is a highly creative process for which no constructive
methodology can be defined [Schr2000], and therefore is outside of the scope of this
thesis. Using this idea description, a first alternative is constructed and evaluated
going through the first iteration of steps 2 to 8 of our approach. Based on the evalu-
ation results, new alternatives are devised (see Figure 4.1) and viable alternatives are
explored in more detail from other viewpoints (see Chapter 3).

4.3 Step 2: Create i* SD Model

In web services systems, typically several actors depend on each other for executing
tasks without exactly knowing how these tasks are performed. These tasks may be
business critical for actors. In that case, whether a task is carried out correctly or not,
by one actor, is decisive for reaching an important goal set by another actor; actors
are vulnerable for actions of other actors they depend on. Addressing dependencies
among actors is of vital importance in web services requirements engineering. This
includes answering questions such as: What happens when one actor cannot carry out
a task, provide a resource, or satisfice a goal, another actor greatly depends on? Will
an actor’s goals still be reached when a task performed by another actor is only partly
successful?

Strategic Dependency (SD) models provide a means of capturing and analyzing
dependencies among actors, which helps in understanding the vulnerabilities of the
actors involved. Because e3value focuses on economic value, and e3value models are
to be constructed based on these SD models, they should at least contain the depen-
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dencies that represent economic value, like value-adding or cost reduction, typically
represented as resources, goals, and soft goals in i*. Therefore, it is important that
users of BASSIE are acquainted with the economic concepts used in the e3value
framework (e.g. economic reciprocity) [Gord2002]. Constructing SD models begins
with identifying the actors involved. Following, the dependencies between these actors
are determined.

4.3.1 Identify Actors Involved in the Web Services System

Determining which actors are involved starts with the initiating business stakeholders.
They want to either improve an existing situation, or construct a new web services idea
after discovering an opportunity for a profitable service. When it involves improving
an existing situation, the current actors involved are identified and added to the SD
model. In case of a new web services idea, like an e-service, potential users or end-
customers that assign value to this service are identified. Also, the needed business
partners to make the service work are added to the SD model.

The i* framework knows several constructs for modelling parties involved in a
system. The generic concept of actor is further specified as an agent or a role (see
Section 3.1.1). In our exploration process we will only make use of the agent and role
constructs to model stakeholders in SD and SR models (see sections 4.3 and 4.5). Us-
ing these two constructs separates the goals and intentions of a stakeholder (strategic
high-level goals and tasks) and their quality attributes (soft goals), which are inter-
nal to the agent construct, from its responsibilities and behaviour (performing tasks),
which are modelled in the role constructs it plays. These i* modelling constructs will
later on be mapped to e3value modelling constructs (see sections 4.4 and 4.6).

Guideline 2.1:
Add identified parties involved to the SD model as agents.

The identified actors who are involved in the web services alternative are modelled
as i* agent constructs. For instance, the actors involved in music rights clearance who
are modelled as agents are Radio station, Listener, Rights society, Musician, and Producer (see
Figure 3.1), which all represent concrete actors with specific capabilities.

Guideline 2.2:
Assign to the agents in the SD model roles that focus on creating value.

Each agent in the SD model plays one or more roles; they have responsibilities and
behave in a certain way. The roles an agent plays should focus on creating economic
value for itself or other agents in the model. In Figure 3.1 e.g., Listener plays the role
of Radio listener in order to satisfy the need to listen to music, thus creating value for
itself. Radio station, however, plays the role of Radio broadcaster so that it can provide
Listener with the radio signal containing music it wants to listen to, thus creating value
for Listener.

Guideline 2.3:
Leave out Infrastructure providers as actors involved in the web services idea.

A web services system involves several parties running web services on web servers
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that exchange requests using a network (typically the Internet) as infrastructure. This
infrastructure is provided by one or more parties in exchange for a fee – e.g. an
Internet Service Provider (ISP) provides an Internet connection and possibly web
service hosting in exchange for an Internet hosting fee.

In step 3, an e3value actor model is constructed based on the i* SD model (see
Section 4.4). The e3value framework advises to add every actor to the actor model,
including e.g. the ISP. Originally the e3value framework is meant to explore and eval-
uate e-Business models, which typically contain a network of actors that provides a
value-added product or service to an end-consumer. Value objects actors may typi-
cally offer in such a model may be both electronic services or information, and physical
products. In order to offer electronic value objects, actors need infrastructure actors,
such as ISPs to provide hosting and an Internet connection. However, not all ex-
changes between actors are electronic is such a model, and therefore adding these
infrastructure actors does not make an e3value model extremely complex. In web
services systems however, all actors interact with other actors through web services,
thus in an electronically manner. Consequently, all actors need Internet access and
hosting, and therefore need to exchange value objects with ISP actors. When all these
ISP actors and their dependencies are added to an SD model, and mapped to actors
and value exchanges in the corresponding e3value model, these models will become
unnecessarily complex. Therefore, in our methodology, such infrastructure actors are
omitted from the models. Also, generally business actors involved in web services sys-
tems already have an Internet connection and hosting facilities, therefore the costs for
these services are already made; actions of an ISP or other infrastructure parties do
not greatly influence the value model.

4.3.2 Determine Dependencies Among Identified Actors

In case of an idea for improving an existing situation, the dependencies between actors
are added to the SD model as they are in reality. However, when the idea involves
the first iteration of a new web services idea, the dependencies among actors are con-
structed based on business experience of the initiating business stakeholders, and the
knowledge about the domain gathered in step 1 of our approach. When it is the second
or higher iteration of the exploration process, dependencies are found or changed by
identifying the reasons why previous explored alternatives not seemed viable.

Guideline 2.4:
Add goal, soft goal and resource dependency relationships, representing objects of eco-
nomic value, between roles.

The roles agents play indicate the responsibilities and behaviour they need to have
in order to create value for themselves or other agents (see guideline 2.2). How actors
depend on each other for economic value objects that are necessary to perform their
value creating actions is indicated by assigning i* dependency relationships to those
roles played by agents. Dependencies that represent economic value are typically rep-
resented as i* goal dependencies (e.g. Audience be listening in Figure 3.1), i* resource
dependencies (e.g. Radio signal in Figure 3.1), and i* soft goal dependencies. The latter
represent intangible objects of economic value, such as ‘customer loyalty’ (see section
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3.2.1). Note that roles played by the same agent may share dependencies too – e.g. in
Figure 3.1, the roles Rights clearance provider and Fee re-partitioner, both played by Rights
society, share dependencies. The first needs the Right to make public, acquainted by Fee
re-partitioner from Rights holder, in order to provide this to Radio broadcaster. Fee re-partitioner
needs to receive the Collected fees in order to provide Rights holder with a Re-partitioned
fee.

Using i* task dependencies between actors is unadvisable in exploring web services
systems. A task dependency indicates that an actor depends on another actor for
performing an action in a specific way. The WSDL only provides a means of describing
a web service interface and not how a web service executes a task. Therefore, no
agreements can be made about how a service should be executed.

In order to assure the SD model can be converted to the e3value actor model, it is
essential that users of our methodology are aware of economic concepts like economic
reciprocity, which are used in the e3value framework.

Guideline 2.5:
Add soft goal dependency relationships, representing quality attributes of objects of eco-
nomic value, between agents.

Agents represent concrete actors with internal goals; in case of BASSIE goals of
economic value. In order to reach those goals an agent plays roles in which it shares de-
pendencies with other roles played by other agents (see guideline 2.4) However, agents
also directly share dependencies that indicate the quality attributes of the dependen-
cies between the roles they play, or agent internal elements, such as goals and tasks.
This indicates how actors influence each other in reaching their strategic goals, which
are modelled in the agent construct. In our example in Figure 3.1, Rights society plays
the role of Fee re-partitioner on which the role Rights holder, played by agents Musician and
Producer, depends for the resource Re-partitioned fee. The soft goal Significant [Re-partitioned
fee] represents a quality attribute of the resource Re-partitioned fee. The agents Musician
and Producer would like to receive a Re-partitioned fee that is significant enough to make
music, but they depend on Rights society for the significance of the fee. No clear-cut
criteria indicate when a Re-partitioned fee is significant, hence the soft goal dependency
(see Section 3.1.1).

Guideline 2.6:
If necessary, divide the SD model into several models, which only contain part of all
the actors involved, depending on the complexity of the alternative.

An SD model can become quite complex, depending on the number of agents, the
number of roles they play, and the number of dependencies among those agents. In
order to keep an SD model comprehensible, it is wise to split an SD model up into two
or more SD models that just contain a part of the actors involved. This way the SD
models stay compact and easy to read. In dividing an SD model in several SD models,
the agents that share the most dependencies are put into the same SD model. This
way, the models are most likely to keep their most significant information.
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4.4 Step 3: Construct e3value Actor Model

An e3value actor model focuses on value exchanges between actors. Web services
systems are often implemented in order to reduce transaction costs, or add extra value
to business models or processes. Therefore it is important to model and analyze value
exchanges between actors in a web services system. An i* dependency model may
contain issues of concern other than economic profitability, but these issues cannot
be mapped to constructs in the e3value actor model. Other requirements engineering
techniques can be used to model and analyze these issues in detail (see Section 4.1)

Firstly, in constructing an actor model based on an SD model, e3value actors are
added to the actor model with the same names as the i* agents. After that, e3value
value exchanges are added based on the i* dependency relationships.

4.4.1 Add Actors

Actors are added to the e3value actor model based on the i* agents in the SD model.
This entails adding e3value actors to the actor model with the same name taken from
the agents in the SD model, taking into account several rules. Firstly, the e3value
framework knows two types of actors, namely (1) actor representing an independent
economic, often also legal, entity, and (2) market segment, which stands for a group
of actors who attribute economic value to objects equally (see section 3.2.1). The first
type is easily converted. However, the second type represents a group and indicates
cardinality, which i* does not support; this information needs to be added. Also,
unlike the i* framework, the e3value framework knows a composite actor construct.
Finally, the e3value framework provides two actor model viewpoints that indicate the
level of detail with which an alternative may be explored, a (1) global actor model, or
a (2) detailed actor model.

Guideline 3.1:
Determine if an i* agent maps to an e3value actor or a market segment.

If an i* agent represents a group of actors who attribute economic value to objects
equally, an e3value market segment with the same name is added to the actor model
– e.g. in Figure 3.3 the Listener agent is mapped to an e3value market segment. In
case of an i* agent that represents one independent economic, often also legal, entity,
an e3value actor is added to the actor model, such as Rights society in Figure 3.3.

Guideline 3.2:
Add a composite e3value actor for i* agents, which are a decomposition of one high-
level agent into several low-level agents.

The i* framework knows no modelling construct for decomposing one agent into
several other agents. The e3value framework, however, does have such a construct
of a composite actor, where it is important that a composite actor is an economic
profit/loss responsible entity [Gord2002] (section 3.2). Two or more low-level agents
in the SD model that constitute of a high-level actor are converted into a composite
actor in the e3value actor model. For example, an enterprise may be composed from
a head office and several facilities, in which the enterprise as a whole is profit/loss
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responsible, but also the individual actors.

Guideline 3.3:
Determine the detail of the e3value actor model(s) based on the detail of the i* SD
model(s).

An implementation alternative of a web services idea may be too complex to model
in one i* SD model, depending on the number of actors, the number of dependencies,
etc. Therefore, more than one i* SD model may be constructed for one alternative,
depending on its complexity (see guideline 2.6). In such case several detailed actor
models are constructed, based on the SD models of that alternative. If an implemen-
tation alternative is modelled in only one SD model, one global actor model [Gord2002]
(section 5.3.7) is created.

4.4.2 Add Value Exchanges

i* agents play roles in order to create economic value for itself or other agents in
the model (see guideline 2.2), and in these roles they depend on other agents in their
roles in order to perform their actions (see guideline 2.4). However, agents also share
dependencies on a strategic level. These dependencies indicate the quality attributes
of the dependencies between the roles they play, or their internal elements, such as
goals and tasks (see guideline 2.5). They indicate how actors influence each other in
reaching their strategic goals, which are modelled in the agent construct. Only the
dependencies between roles are used to create e3value value exchanges, because this
framework does not allow strategic aspects, and therefore the dependencies between
agents, to be mapped to e3value modelling constructs.

Thus, e3value value objects and interfaces are created based on the i* dependency
relationships between roles. Following, these value interfaces are related via value ex-
changes – potential trades of value objects between actors. Some issues arise while
mapping i* dependencies to e3value value objects, interfaces and exchanges for which
we hand some guidelines.

Guideline 3.4:
Create e3value objects based on the names of the dependencies between the roles i*
agents play.

The names of dependencies between roles in the SD model are used to create value
objects. The naming of i* resource and soft goal dependencies that represent economic
value matches the naming of value objects in e3value, so these can be used without
changing them. E.g. the name of the resource dependency Radio signal in Figure 3.1
is the same as the name of the corresponding value object Radio signal in Figure 3.3.
The name of a soft goal dependency representing an intangible object of economic
value, such as e.g. Loyalty, is also assigned to value objects unchanged; note that in the
example in chapter 3 no such soft goal dependencies between roles exist.

The naming of an i* goal is not consistent with the naming of a corresponding
e3value value object. Therefore, the name has to be changed so that it matches
e3value naming conventions. E.g. the name of the i* goal Audience be listening in Figure
3.1 is converted to the e3value value object name Audience in Figure 3.3. In large
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complex models, automated traceability support of cross-model names is needed to
determine which i* goal dependencies correspond to which e3value value exchanges.
This will be part of future work (see Section 7.4).

Guideline 3.5:
Add value interfaces to each e3value actor based on the dependencies between roles
played by the corresponding i* agent.

Dependencies between roles are used to create value objects (see guideline 3.4),
which are used to create value interfaces with in and out ports, requesting and offering
those value objects. A value interface is added to an e3value actor, which corresponds
to the i* agent that plays the role that has the dependencies based on which that value
interface is created. E.g. in figure 3.1 Radio station plays the role of Radio broadcaster, in
which it depends on another agent to provide it with a Right to make public in exchange
for a Clearance fee. Based on these dependencies, two value objects are created, namely
Clearance fee and Right to make public, which are both added to the value interface of the
e3value actor Radio station that corresponds with the i* agent of the same name.

Agents may play more than one role – e.g. in Figure 3.2, Rights society plays two
roles, Rights clearance provider and Fee re-partitioner. This results in two interfaces added
to the e3value actor Rights society in Figure 3.3.

One role may also be played by more than one agent; both the Producer and Musician
agents play the role of Rights holder in Figure 3.2. Both the e3value actors, in figure 3.3,
with the same name get the same value interface, which is based on the dependencies
of the role Rights holder. This, however, also results in two value interfaces requesting
and offering the same value objects, namely Right to make public and Re-partitioned fee
respectfully, being added to the Rights holder actor, because it needs to exchange value
objects with both the Producer and Musician actors.

Guideline 3.6:
Relate value interfaces of each e3value actor via value exchanges in the opposite di-
rection of the dependencies between the roles played by the corresponding i* agent.

Dependencies in i* models indicate the direction in which an actor depends on
another actor; it indicates the direction of need for a goal, soft goal, task, or resource.
This direction is in the opposite direction of the exchange of value objects in an e3value
model, where the exchange indicates the direction in which an object is offered to an-
other actor. For instance, in Figure 3.3 Rights society exchanges Right to make public with
Radio station in exchange for a Clearance fee, in the opposite direction of the dependencies
Right to make public and Clearance fee between the roles Radio broadcaster and Rights clearance
provider in Figure 3.1.

For two issues of mapping i* dependency relationships to e3value value exchanges
mentioned earlier, we have constructed the above guidelines. For two other issues,
however, we have not been able to do so and are still issues to be solved in future work
of testing and improving our methodology (see Section 7.4). The first issue of mapping
i* dependencies to e3value value exchanges is whether this is a one-to-one mapping
or not. We have not been able to exclude the possibility for this to be a one-to-many
mapping, but our findings are that it is most probable this is a one-to-one mapping.
Secondly, bundling several e3value value exchanges into one value interface is still an
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unknown issue. The i* framework does not provide a means for bundling dependency
relationships that can be mapped to bundled value exchanges in e3value. Therefore,
bundling value exchanges has to be done using the e3value guidelines in [Gord2002].

Guideline 3.7:
If, while converting the i* SD model to an e3value actor model, problems or inconsis-
tencies between the two models arise, go back to step 2 and adjust the SD model.

As Figure 4.1 indicates, our methodology provides for an iterative flow of steps
where products of early steps are used as input in later steps. Step 3 is added to our
methodology to prevent a troublesome conversion from i* models to e3value models
at later stage of the exploration process. Since the e3value actor model is the start-
ing point for constructing an e3value activity model, it is important that the e3value
actor model is correct. To make sure the actor model is correctly constructed based
on the SD model, possible conversion problems are identified at step 3, and can be
solved at an early stage by going back to step 2 and adjusting the SD model so that
it is consistent with the actor model. This way, extensive converting problems are less
likely to arise during a later stage of the process, which saves much time, especially
considering the higher complexity of an SR model compared to that of an SD model.

4.5 Step 4: Create i* SR model

A web services system that supports a business idea and corresponding business pro-
cesses, typically involves several stakeholders with their own goals and intentions,
economic and other. If the idea aims at solving an existing situation, actors involved
are concerned with achieving cost reduction or improvement of efficiency by running a
web services system. When it involves an innovative idea, triggered by new opportuni-
ties, stakeholders are aiming at making an economic profit by providing a value-adding
web service to their customers. A Strategic Rationale (SR) models shows the strategic
reasoning of multiple actors. It denotes for each actor its intentional relationships
with other actors. It shows the strategic intentions (goals, tasks, and soft goals) inter-
nal to the actors of what they want to accomplish, which are modelled in the agent
construct, as well as the tasks carried out that contribute to reaching those strategic
goals, modelled in the role construct.

Constructing an SR model starts with adding internal goals, tasks, and soft goals
concerning economic value to the agent constructs taken from the corresponding SD
model. Following, the actions carried out by these agents are modelled internal to their
role constructs. After that, the soft goal dependency relationships representing quality
attributes of objects of economic value between agents are assigned to the strategic
intentions internal to these agents. Finally, goal, soft goal and resource dependency
relationships representing objects of economic value between roles are assigned to the
tasks carried out by those roles.
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4.5.1 Identify Goals and Intentions

When improving an existing situation, interviewing the real life actors helps in iden-
tifying the goals and intentions of agents and roles. In case of the exploration of
a new idea, the goals and intentions are identified using the experience of business
stakeholders and the domain knowledge gathered in step 1 of our approach, and, in
case of previous iterations of the exploration process, knowledge gained from previous
alternatives.

Guideline 4.1:
Add strategic goals and tasks to i* agents, accompanied by the soft goals indicating
quality attributes of those strategic intentions, and the soft goals that contribute, con-
strain or enable the strategic goals and tasks to be satisficed.

In constructing an SR model, the internal goals and intentions of all agents in-
volved are identified. These are typically i* goal elements stating an actor’s strategic
objective, or i* task elements indicating the strategic task an actor carries out. The
main difference in a strategic goal and a strategic task is that the first indicates the
need for change through possibly multiple alternatives, where the latter does not aim
at change. For example in Figure 3.2, Rights society has the strategic goal Interests of
musicians and producers be defended, and Radio station has the strategic task Run radio station.
The reason why Rights society and Listener have a strategic goals, and Radio station, Musi-
cian and Producer have a strategic task is further elaborated in the case study of music
rights clearance for Internet radio stations in chapter 6 (see Section 6.2.1).

Strategic goals and tasks modelled internal to agents, are assigned soft goals in-
dicating their quality attributes using the decomposition construct; quality attributes
concerning profitability issues are modelled as soft goals, because it is hard to state
clear-cut criteria for achieving profitability goals. E.g. in Figure 3.2 Radio station wants
to Run radio station in a Profitable and Legal manner. Also, soft goals are added to each
agent, which specify quality attributes of dependency relationships with other agents,
or intentional elements internal to other agents or roles that positively or negatively
contribute to, or constrain the achieving of strategic goals, tasks, or soft goals internal
to that agent. For instance, a Radio station may increase its profitability by enlarging its
audience. This is modelled internal to the Radio station agent as a positive contribution
link from the soft goal Increased [Audience] to the soft goal Profitable. Increased [Audience] is
a quality attribute of the goal dependency Audience be listening between the roles Radio
broadcaster and Radio listener. Note that the soft goal Increased [Audience] is not modelled
in the models of our example used in Chapter 3, because we are not concerned with
the profitability of radio stations; this will be made more clear in Chapter 6.

Guideline 4.2:
Add tasks, possibly deconstructed into sub-tasks, to each role; these tasks aim at reach-
ing the strategic elements internal to the agents that play those roles.

An agent has internal strategic goals and tasks. It plays one or more roles in which
it carries out tasks that aim at reaching those strategic elements – e.g. in Figure 3.2,
Broadcast radio signal internal to the role Radio broadcaster that is connected to the Run
radio station task internal to agent Radio station with a means-end link; other alternative
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tasks may help Radio station reach its strategic task, such as broadcasting an Internet
stream (see Chapter 6).

Tasks internal to a role may be decomposed from a strategic goal or task internal
to an agent. For example, in Figure 3.2, both the Clear right to make music public task
carried out in the role Right clearance provider and the Re-partition fees among rights holders
task performed by Fee re-partitioner are decompositions of the strategic goal Interests of
musicians and producers be defended internal to the Rights society agent; both these tasks,
together with other internal decompositions, all need to be carried out successfully in
order to achieve Rights society’s strategic goal.

Finally, tasks internal to roles played by an agent may also contribute, constrain
or enable elements internal to itself or other agents. For instance, in Figure 3.2,
the task Sell right to make public positively contributes to Musician and Producer reaching
their strategic tasks in a Profitable manner, which is modeled using a positive help
contribution link. Buy right to make music public performed by Radio broadcaster enables the
Run radio station task to be carried out in a Legal way, which is indicated with a make
contribution link.

4.5.2 Assign Dependencies to Goals and Intentions

The dependencies taken from an SD model are assigned to the internal goals and in-
tentions of the corresponding agents and their roles in an SR model.

Guideline 4.3:
Assign the dependencies that represent economic value between roles, taken from the
SD model, to the tasks internal to those roles in the SR model that need those to be
satisficed in order to be carried out.

Roles depend on other roles in order to carry out the tasks internal to them; they
require resources to be received from other roles, or goals and soft goals to be satis-
ficed by other roles. In a system of cooperating web services, agents or roles cannot
share i* task dependencies (see guideline 2.4). The dependency relationships in the
SD model representing objects of economic value are assigned to those tasks, internal
to roles, which require those dependencies to be satisficed so that these tasks can be
carried out. For instance, in Figure 3.2, Radio listener depends on Radio broadcaster for
the resource Radio signal so it can Listen to radio. On the other hand, whether Radio
broadcaster satisfices its Broadcast radio signal task depends on the goal Audience be listening
to be satisficed, which is achieved by Radio listener performing the task Listen to radio.

Guideline 4.4:
Assign the soft goal dependencies between agents, taken from the SD model, that rep-
resent quality attributes of objects of economic value, to the strategic goals, tasks, and
soft goals internal to those agents in the SR model.

The soft goal dependency relationships between agents indicate quality attributes
from one agent’s internal strategic elements to another agent’s internal strategic el-
ements. This shows how agents influence each other on a strategic level. In Figure
3.2, for instance, both agents Producer and Musician depend on Rights society for receiving
a Significant [Re-partition fee] so that they can carry out their strategic tasks of Invest in
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musicians and Make music, respectfully, in a Profitable way.

Guideline 4.5:
If new dependencies are identified while constructing an SR model, add these to the
corresponding SD model.

During the assignment of dependencies to elements internal to agents and roles,
it may be the case that new dependencies are identified. If this is so, these new
dependencies should be added to the corresponding SD model in step 2 and used in
step 3 to also change the actor model derived from this SD model. This decision point
is indicated, in Figure 4.1, after step 4.

4.6 Step 5: Construct e3value Activity Model

Vital in the successful exploitation and survival of a web services system is the prof-
itability of all actors involved; they should all get added value by participating in the
web services system. Therefore, it is important to determine and analyze the profitabil-
ity of all actors, using an e3value actor model. However, in order to fully understand
how actors gain value by participating in a system of cooperating web services, it is
essential to model the activities actors carry out in order to create and consume value
objects; these activities are modelled in an e3value value activity model.

In our approach, the construction of a value activity model is done based on an
i* SR model. Firstly, value activities are created and assigned to e3value actors in
the value activity model based on the roles played by the corresponding i* agents in
the SR model. Following, value exchanges taken from the e3value actor model are
assigned to the right value activities internal to the same actors in the value activity
model.

4.6.1 Assign Value Activities to Actors

[Ould1995] defines a role as a set of activities that are carried out by an actor;
[Gord1999b] define an activity as what actors do in their roles. In case of BASSIE,
tasks internal to i* roles represent value adding activities – tasks are carried out in
order to reach strategic goals and intentions of agents concerning profitability or cost
reduction. Strategic i* elements cannot be mapped to modelling constructs in e3value.
Value creating tasks, however, can be mapped to value activities in e3value.

Guideline 5.1:
Determine which level of decomposition of tasks internal to i* roles should be mapped
to value activities in the value activity model.

The tasks modelled internal to i* roles in SR models, as well as value activities
in e3value models, can be decomposed into sub-elements. In SR models, tasks and
goals can be deconstructed into any level, as long as the added complexity does not
jeopardize the comprehensibility of the model. The e3value framework also allows
value activities to be deconstructed, but expects the deconstruction to be of value
to the profitability evaluation of the model; a single e3value value activity must be
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performed in a profitable way by at least one actor. A single i* task, however, might
make a loss, but should then be part of a higher-level task, which makes a profit.
Therefore, a too detailed level of mapping decomposed tasks to value activities might
result into value activities that make a loss, which does not add value to the profitability
evaluation of a value activity model. Therefore, only profit-making i* tasks may be
converted into value activities, where they still add value to the evaluation of the
e3value model. E.g. in Figure 3.2, Radio broadcaster carries out the task Broadcast radio
signal, which decomposed into 3 tasks, (1) Broadcast commercials (profit-making), (2) Buy
right to make music public (loss-making), and (3) Broadcast music (loss-making). Two of
these decomposed tasks are loss-making and therefore cannot be used to create value
activities. Thus, in Figure 3.4, Radio station performs the value activity Broadcast radio
signal, which is profit-making.

Note that value activities are assigned to e3value actors, because no role construct
is available in the e3value framework. If an i* agent plays more than one role, the
value activities based on the tasks internal to those roles are added to the same e3value
actor – e.g. in Figure 3.2, Rights society plays two roles in which it performs the tasks
Clear right to make music public and Re-partition fees among rights holders, based on which two
value activities with same names are both added to the same e3value actor with the
same name as the i* agent Rights society.

4.6.2 Add Interfaces to Value Activities

First, the created value activities are given value interfaces indicating which value
objects each activity is willing to exchange with other activities in return for other
objects. Following the value interfaces of each activity are related by value exchanges
to interfaces of other internal activities, or to interfaces at actor boundary. Interfaces
at actor boundary indicate which value objects an actor is willing to exchange with
other actors in return for other objects.

Guideline 5.2:
Assign value interfaces to each e3value value activity based on the intentional elements
that the corresponding i* task depends on and is willing to satisfice in return.

For an i* task internal to a role to be successfully carried out, it depends on
resources to be provided, or goals and soft goals to be reached by other roles, played
by other agents. Also other agents, in their roles, depend on that task in order to
receive a resource, or a goal or soft goal to be satisficed in return, so that they can
perform their tasks. For instance, in Figure 3.2, Rights holder, played by Producer and
Musician, performs the task Sell right to make public. The aim of this task is to receive a
Re-partioned fee. However, Rights holder will not receive this resource unless it provides
the Right to make public in return.

Based on these dependencies, e3value value objects have been created (see guideline
3.4). Value interfaces are created requesting and offering those value objects at their
in and out ports respectively. These value interfaces are added to the value activities
with the same names as the tasks in the SR models on which these value interfaces
are based. E.g. in Figure 3.4, the value activities Sell right to make public, carried out by
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both e3value actors Producer and Musician (both rights holders), get a value interface
that offers the value object Right to make public in exchange for a Re-partitioned fee.

4.6.3 Relate Interfaces by Value Exchanges

Guideline 5.3:
Relate value interfaces of value activities internal to the same e3value actor based on
the dependencies between the corresponding i* tasks, which are internal to the roles
played by the corresponding i* agent.

An i* agent may play more than one role, which results in the e3value actor with
the same name carrying out more than one value activity. These value activities have
been added with value interfaces (see guideline 5.2), and might exchange value ob-
jects with each other; this is indicated by the corresponding i* tasks internal to roles
played by the same agent sharing dependencies. In such case, the value interfaces of
both value activities are related via a value exchange. For example, in Figure 3.2,
Rights society plays two roles, Rights clearance provider and Fee re-partitioner, in which it
performs the tasks Clear right to make music public and Re-partition fees among rights holders
respectively. The first task depends on the second for receiving the Right to make public
so that it can provide this to Radio broadcaster in exchange for a Clearance fee. The
Re-partition fees task depends on Clear right to make music public for obtaining the Collected
fees so that is can re-distribute them among the rights holders for selling the Right to
make public their music. This all translates to the e3value actor Rights society performing
two value activities, Clear right to make music public and Re-partition fees among ri- ghts holders,
exchanging the value objects Collected fees and Right to make public through their value
interfaces in Figure 3.4.

Guideline 5.4:
Relate value interfaces of value activities willing to exchange value objects with other
actors – indicated by a task within a role played by one agent sharing dependencies with
a task internal to a role played by another agent in the SR model – to value interfaces
at actor boundary.

Interfaces at actor boundary, indicating which value objects an actor is willing to
provide in exchange for which value objects in return, have been created (see guide-
line 3.5). Value activities that have been created (see guideline 5.1) may be willing
to exchange value objects with other actors; this is indicated by the corresponding
task, in the i* SR model sharing dependencies with a task internal to a role played by
another agent. These value interfaces of a value activity are related to an interface at
actor boundary that requests and offers the same value objects as that value activity
is willing to provide and receive. For example, in Figure 3.4, the value activity Sell
right to make public, carried out by Producer is willing to offer a Right to make public value
object in exchange for a Re-partitioned fee. The interface at the boundary of Producer is
willing to receive and offer those value objects so that it can respectively offer to and
request both value objects from another actor. These two value interfaces are related
via value exchanges, exchanging the above mentioned value objects.
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Guideline 5.5:
If, while converting the i* SR model to an e3value activity model, problems or incon-
sistencies between the two models arise, go back to step 3 and adjust the SR model, or
go back to step 2 and adjust the SD model.

The iterative flow of steps of our methodology forces adjustment of an SR model if
it turns out to be inconsistent with its corresponding value activity model. Adjusting
the SR model may result in inconsistencies with the SD model so that this must be
adjusted too, in order to make them consistent. This decision point is indicated after
step 5 in Figure 4.1, which shows the iterative flow of BASSIE steps.

4.7 Step 6: Evaluate e3value Value Activity Model

Analyzing the profitability of an implementation alternative for each actor by using
the e3value framework, helps in determining whether that alternative is economically
viable. If the analysis shows that an alternative is not profitable for one or more actors,
other alternatives are investigated that are more likely to be profitable.

The variability of an alternative can be explored by identifying a most likely sce-
nario (null-scenario) as well as several evolutionary scenarios. It is important to de-
termine the points where the alternative is an economic success or failure by adding
scenarios representing these situations. Section 3.2.2 gives a compact description of
the e3value evaluation process; for detailed guidelines see [Gord2002]. Chapter 6 il-
lustrates the evaluation of e3value models using the music rights clearance for radio
station case introduced in Chapter 3.

Guideline 6.1:
In evaluating an e3value activity model, do not merely focus on the e3value constructs
corresponding to high-level profitability soft goals in the i* SR model, but also on the
low-level soft goals that explain the profitability rationale in more detail.

Evaluation of e3value models in our methodology differs with that of the e3value
framework, in that it is not merely the profitability of actors we are interested in.
Often, a profitability soft goal in an SR model is decomposed into several other, low-
level, soft goals that explain this soft goal in more detail; they clarify the profitability
rationale. Also, soft goal dependencies may involve profitability issues that should be
evaluated using e3value techniques. The results of the e3value activity model evalua-
tion are imported into the SR model in step 7 (see Section 4.8) of our approach. These
e3value evaluation results should draw conclusions about the issues corresponding to
these low-level soft goals, in order to address them in the SR model evaluation. E.g.
in Figure 3.2, both agents Musician and Producer depend on Rights society for a Significant
[Re-partitioned fee]. The outcome of the SR model’s viability, in terms of profitability
for both Musician and Producer, depends for a great deal on whether this dependency
relationship is satisficed or not, which can be evaluated through the e3value evaluation.
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4.8 Step 7: Evaluate i* SR model

The e3value evaluation results are used in the i* analysis, by labelling the correspond-
ing soft goals in the SR models with checkmarks, based on these evaluation results.
This way, e3value evaluation results indicate if profitability soft goals of actors involved
in a web services system are Satisficed, Weakly satisficed, Conflicting/irresolva- ble, Undecided,
Weakly denied, or Denied (see Section 3.1.2). The process of evaluating the SR model
starts with creating a starting point with labelled soft goals internal to agents based
on the e3value evaluation results. These labels are propagated throughout the SR
model, indicating their impact on the model. Finally, the viability of the SR model is
determined based on the resulting checkmark labels.

4.8.1 Create Evaluation Starting Point

The first step of evaluating an SR model starts with creating a starting point of labels,
from which the propagation of checkmark labels imported from the e3value evaluation
is started. Creating the starting point for evaluating the SR model is done by mak-
ing the assumption that every agent and role in the web services system is willing to
satisfice their internal goals and intentions, and dependency relationships by labelling
all of them Satisficed. Following, e3value evaluation results are imported into the SR
model by labelling the corresponding soft goals with checkmarks indicating whether
these i* soft goals concerning profitability issues are achieved (Satisficed) or not.

Guideline 7.1:
Satisfice all labels in the i* SR model.

Our approach assumes that all actors involved in the web services system are will-
ing to satisfice their goals, intentions, and dependencies. Therefore, the first step in
creating the starting point for the i* analysis is to satisfice all goals, intentions and
dependencies.

Guideline 7.2:
Import the e3value activity model analysis results into the i* SR model by labelling the
corresponding soft goals internal to agents concerning economic value.

Profitability issues in SR models are modelled using soft goals (see guideline 4.1).
The results of the e3value activity model evaluation are imported into the SR model
by labelling these soft goals concerning economic value accordingly. This can be done
on several levels. E.g., if a soft goal concerns the profitability of an alternative for a
specific actor, and the e3value evaluation shows that the actors does not make a profit,
this soft goal will be labelled denied. However, a soft goal is weakly satisficed when one
of two low-level soft goals explaining this high-level soft goal is satisficed and the other
denied.

4.8.2 Propagate Starting Point Labels

The labels based on the e3value evaluation results are propagated through the model
to determine their impact on the labels of other goals, intentions, and dependencies in
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the model. Based on the resulting labels, the model’s profitability is evaluated on its
economic viability.

Guideline 7.3:
Propagate the labels, imported from the e3value activity model evaluation to the goals,
intentions and dependencies within the i* SR model ,using a qualitative labelling algo-
rithm.

Checkmark labels are assigned to elements in the SR model based on the value
model evaluation. These imported checkmark labels affect the labels of the other
goals, intentions, and dependencies that were satisficed while creating the i* evalua-
tion starting point (see guideline 7.1). The labels of these imported intentions and
dependencies are propagated in order to see what kind of implications these have for
the goals, intentions and dependencies of all actors in the SR model that do not rep-
resent economic value. The propagation of these label values is done according to a
qualitative labelling algorithm [Chun2000].

4.8.3 Determine Viability

In BASSIE, we are primarily focusing on profitability or cost reduction issues. How-
ever, many other requirements issues may be of importance when it comes to exploring
and evaluating web services ideas (see Section 4.1). Determining whether an implemen-
tation alternative is viable is not done merely using high-level profitability evaluation
results, but also using low-level goals and intentions.

Guideline 7.4:
Do not judge implementation alternative’s viability only on high-level soft goal labels,
but also on checkmark labels of low-level soft goals in the i* SR model.

If high-level soft goal labels are Satisficed – e.g. based on the evaluation results of
the value activity model – but low-level soft goals are not, the alternative might be
viable. However, because certain low-level soft goals are not completely Satisficed, there
is an indication that this is not the most successful alternative possible; other more
viable alternatives are still to be explored.

4.9 Step 8: Devise New Alternative from Business
Value Viewpoint

If, based on the labels in the i* SR model that are a result of the e3value activity
model’s evaluation, the explored web services system alternative is judged to be not
viable, step 8 of our approach will focus on constructing other alternatives, using the
knowledge gained during the exploration of this and previous process iterations.

Guideline 8.1:
Use goals, intentions and dependencies labelled weakly satisficed, conflict/ irresolvable,
undecided, weakly denied, and denied to identify points of improvement for new imple-
mentation alternatives to be explored in a next iteration.
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Goals, intentions and dependencies of previously explored infeasible alternatives
that are not Satisficed indicate problems, conflicts, or points of improvement. These
indications are of help in devising a different implementation alternative of a running
web services idea that is more likely to be viable. This might involve slightly altering
an existing idea by changing existing goals, intentions and dependencies, or creating a
complete new web services idea with different actors.

4.10 Continue Process from Additional Viewpoints

If all desired alternatives are explored from a business value viewpoint, the most viable
alternatives are selected. With these alternatives our exploration proceeds to a next
viewpoint. Exploring web services alternatives from various viewpoints results in an
in-depth insight in their feasibility. Any viewpoint that is useful may be used to
explore an alternative. This could be any viewpoint that is of interest of one or
more stakeholders, such as an operational, a technical, or a social viewpoint. Our
methodology proposes two viewpoints other than the business value viewpoint: the (1)
business process (operational) viewpoint, and the (2) information system (technical)
viewpoint. Chapter 5 discusses these viewpoints in more detail.

This part of our methodology, we discuss in this chapter, does not necessarily
result in the selection of alternatives to be explored using other viewpoints. It could
be the case that no viable (profitable) alternatives are found from a business value
viewpoint. Also, if viable alternatives are created, it is not necessarily the best decision
to proceed with the implementation of a selected alternative. Leaving the current
situation untouched may be the best decision. All risks, costs, available means, and
other factors for changing the existing situation and implementing a web services
system should be completely analyzed and have a positive result before the decision
to implement an alternative is made.

4.11 Conclusions

This chapter shows our approach in modelling, evaluating and selecting (exploring)
web services implementation alternatives, called BASSIE, in which two frameworks are
combined: (1) the i* framework, and (2) the e3value framework. We show that both
frameworks complement each other very well. In our methodology, the i* framework
is used to articulate, analyze and pick implementation alternatives by modeling and
evaluating the actors, the dependencies amongst them, and their internal goals and
intentions. In order to address the issues concerning economic value, the e3value is
used to evaluate the profitability of implementation alternatives.

Our approach shows an iterative flow of steps in which knowledge gained from ex-
ploring and evaluating infeasible alternatives can be used to construct new implemen-
tation alternatives. Our methodology can be used in two situations: (1) constructing
an idea that improves an existing situation, or (2) devising a completely new idea.
By constructing i* models, and converting these models to e3value, the alternatives
for implementing the web services system are explored. Following, the e3value and
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i* models are evaluated, importing the e3value evaluation results into the SR model.
Based on these evaluations, decisions are made about the viability and actual selection
of the alternatives that are further explored using other viewpoints (see Chapter 5).

The complementary use of the two frameworks has several advantages. The i*
framework allows strategic goals of agents to be connected to the operational tasks car-
ried out by those agents, in the roles they play, in order to reach those strategic goals.
The e3value framework allows evaluation of strategic profitability goal achievement by
analyzing the model of actors performing value activities, which are operational tasks
carried out to create value. However, other strategic goals, such as running a legal
business, cannot be addressed using this framework. The i* framework is able to ad-
dress these strategic issues. Combining the two frameworks thus enables determining
how profitability issues and other strategic goals influence each other.

Our hypothesis is that other frameworks may be used to evaluate a web services
idea for other early phase business requirements (e.g. time-to-market, service delivery
(channels), trust and loyalty, etc), or later phase system requirements (e.g. manage-
ability, security, performance, maintainability, etc.) like the e3value framework can be
used to evaluate the profitability of such an idea. The steps for modelling, evaluating
and selecting will be generally the same: the i* models are partly converted to models
of a specific framework that will be used to evaluate the implementation alternative
focusing on specific requirements. These specific evaluation results are then imported
into the i* models in order to evaluate the entire implementation alternative, by de-
termining their impact on all goals, intentions, and dependencies in the i* models.
This way, i* models can be evaluated on detailed evaluation results instead of general
assumptions.
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Chapter 5

Revealing Detailed Insight
Using Additional Points of
View

In Chapter 4 we describe BASSIE from a business value perspective, in which we
combine both i* and e3value frameworks. We show that this part of our approach
is very useful in discovering a profitable implementation alternative of a web services
idea. For each alternative explored, a value model is created and evaluated. A value
model shows a network of multiple actors who create, distribute and consume objects
of economic value by running one or several web services. Because a value model is
not a process model ([Gord2002] Chapter 4) this viewpoint does not show how a web
services idea is put in operation from a business process and technical point of view.
It does not show the operational process flow and operational expenses. Also, it does
not address the main software components (web services) and their interaction, as
well as the operational and investment expenses of the information system. Exploring
these issues, however, is vital in verifying an alternative’s overall economic viability
and technical feasibility.

For that reason, our approach suggests to explore web services alternatives from
multiple viewpoints. This could be any viewpoint that is in any way constructive to
the exploration of a web services idea, by focusing on specific requirements issues.
All used viewpoints should be self-containing perspectives with as little overlap as
possible, and should be addressed and decided on relatively independent from each
other [Fink1992]. Different viewpoints in exploring a web services idea may address
various requirement issues (see Section 5.2.3).

To illustrate the use of viewpoints, other than the business value perspective, we
describe in this chapter the general exploration process from these viewpoints. Also,
we propose two viewpoints we see as useful in exploring a web services idea: (1)
the business process viewpoint and (2) the information system viewpoint. We will
not provide detailed guidelines for these viewpoints as we do for the business value
viewpoint; this chapter just gives a characterization of the two viewpoints. In Chapter
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6 we explore the digital music value chain, which illustrates our approach from business
process and information system viewpoint in detail.

For the business value viewpoint of our methodology, we combine goal-oriented con-
cepts taken from the i* framework, with value-based constructs within the e3value
framework. The viewpoints described in this chapter do not focus on added value, but
on operational processes, and the structure of main web services components and their
interaction. The e3value framework, for that reason, is unrelated to these viewpoints;
we need a different modeling approach. In our methodology we combine i* and Use
Case Maps (UCM ) [Buhr1996] in order to explore web services alternatives from busi-
ness process viewpoint and information system viewpoint. We choose UCM because
the e3value modeling approach is based on UCM and therefore shares many similar-
ities. However, there are also some dissimilarities, which are described in [Gord2002]
Section 3.4. Note that, for business process, information system and other perspec-
tives, different modeling techniques are applicable, which we shortly discuss in Section
5.2.

We set this chapter off with describing the general web services exploration process
from perspectives other than business value in Section 5.1. Next, in Section 5.2, we
introduce two viewpoints that are vital in revealing detailed insight in web services
alternatives, shortly address the possibility of using other viewpoints, and explain how
viewpoints are combined in order to perform an overall evaluation of alternatives. At
the end of this chapter, Section 5.3 gives our conclusions about using various viewpoints
in our methodology.

5.1 General Process for Web Services Exploration
from Additional Viewpoints

The flow of steps for exploring web services alternatives from points of view other than
the business value perspective shows many similarities with the process explained in
Chapter 4 (see Figure 5.1). On the other hand, it does demonstrate some dissimilari-
ties. First of all, it is a general description of steps for any viewpoint, where the flow
of steps described in Chapter 4 is just for the business value viewpoint. Following, it
combines the i* framework with use case maps, and not the e3value framework.

Looking at the flow of steps, the first step contains an activity where a new view-
point for exploring alternatives is chosen. At step 3 in the exploration process for
a web services idea from business value viewpoint (see Section 4.1), where an i* SD
model is converted into an e3value actor model early in the exploration process, is
omitted. The reason for this is that it is much more likely for an i* SR model to
be convertible into a use case map than to be translatable into an e3value model,
because both i* (GRL) and UCM are part of the User Requirements Notation (URN )
[Amyo2003]. Also, both i* and UCM modeling approaches are general means of rep-
resenting design knowledge of information systems, and are both widely usable for a
variety of different, information systems related, topics. The e3value specifically aims
at exploring information systems from a value perspective, and knows many rules and
guidelines, which have to be accounted for [Gord2002] – e.g., economic reciprocity.
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Continuing the comparison of both exploration processes, the steps described in
this chapter contain an extra decision. After all viable alternatives are explored from
a specific viewpoint, another viewpoint may be chosen to get more insight in other
specific issues of concern. This adds an additional iteration to our exploration flow
of steps. If all desired viewpoints are explored, step 9 contains the overall evaluation
of alternatives by combining all viewpoints into an overall profitability sheet for each
actor involved at scenario level (see Section 5.2.4).

Figure 5.1: Exploring a web services idea from additional viewpoints using URN

The final step in our web services exploration process is making a decision about
the implementation of an alternative. This is done based on the overall profitability
evaluation and possibly other beneficial evaluations, for instance an assessment of
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the risks involved with implementing and operationally running an alternative. Any
evaluation of alternatives that might give more insight into their operational feasibility,
or may increase confidence about their successful implementation, is very helpful in
the decision-making process of choosing the right alternative. In both exploring a
new web services idea, and the solution of existing problems, there might be one
or more alternatives positively evaluated on their viability during exploration. In
choosing an alternative that is to be implemented, the alternative with the best ratio
between disadvantages – risks and costs of implementing a web services system and
its operational execution – and advantages, like its profitability and possibly other
benefits, should be chosen. However, step 10 may also result in the decision not to
implement any alternative at all, and leave the existing situation unchanged or the
newly arose opportunities for a web services idea unused.

5.2 Proposed Viewpoints for Business-Oriented Web
Services Exploration

Our methodology mainly focuses on the exploration of web services alternatives, from
a business value viewpoint. In this section, however, we make an argument for ex-
ploring web services alternatives from multiple additional perspectives. We propose
two viewpoints, which are, in our opinion, useful in getting, in addition to economic
viability, a complete insight in the operational and technical feasibility of alternatives.
These viewpoints enable a top-down evaluation process going from the business value
model, to the operational business processes, and finally the facilitating information
system (in our case a web services system). Also, they provide input for the profitabil-
ity sheets from business value viewpoint, because they represent detailed expenses of
operationally and technically implementing and running the web services idea, which
is used in the value model to determine its profitability in more detail; the value model
only shows the expenses on an overall level. We point out that several techniques for
constructing and analyzing business process and information system models are appli-
cable. Also, we indicate that other viewpoints, than we propose in this section, may
be of use in exploring a web services idea. Finally, we show that by combining these
viewpoints into an overall profitability evaluation, a complete picture of all devised
alternatives is created, which enables a well-considered choice for the alternative that
is to be implemented.

5.2.1 Business Process Viewpoint

The business process viewpoint spotlights the operational business processes of a web
services alternative on a conceptual level. It does so by describing which actors carry
out which process steps, and how actors communicate by exchanging messages. Ac-
tivities carried out by actors may indicate operational expenses. Identifying these
expenses allows a profitability evaluation at business process level, which reveals the
most important expenses that are necessary to put the web services alternative into
operation; as said this information is used to determine the expenses from business
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value viewpoint in more detail. Also, it gives insight in the processes themselves and
the alternative’s feasibility.

Various suitable techniques are available for creating business process descriptions
and models, and evaluating business processes. The Unified Modeling Language
(UML) offers activity diagrams to model activities and interactions among actors
[Penk2000]. Other applicable techniques are high-level Petri Nets [Hee1994], role-based
process-modeling techniques [Ould1995], and business process (re)design approaches
[Dave1993]. The i* framework can be used to model and reason about business pro-
cesses in a goal-oriented way [Cysn2004]. Use Case Maps (UCM ) can be used to
make behaviour – a sequence of actions performed by actors and messages exchanged
between actors – concrete [Buhr1999].

5.2.2 Information System Viewpoint

A web services system contains several components – i.e., web services. The informa-
tion system view on a web services alternative shows the components within a web
services system on a global level, indicating their functionalities and interactions. This
helps in estimating the technical feasibility of the system – technical problems at in-
formation system level may influence the models at value and process level. As part
of the profitability focus of our approach, the information system viewpoint illustrates
the expenses for investments, operation, and maintenance of the web services system,
which also acts as input for the profitability evaluation from business value viewpoint.

The most widely used techniques to represent this viewpoint are those part of the
UML. These techniques allow modelling a web services system from a global perspec-
tive (use case, activity and component diagram), but also at a detailed level (class,
sequence and state diagram). From the information system viewpoint, we use in our
approach, we are only interested in the behaviour of web services components at a
global level. Use Case Maps reside are at a high level of abstraction, but do not elim-
inate the need for descriptions at lower levels of abstraction provided by e.g. UML
notations [Buhr1999]. These notations (UCM and UML) can be combined to describe
a web services system, bridging the gap between general requirements and more de-
tailed descriptions, like those represented in class and sequence diagrams [Amyo2000].

5.2.3 Other Viewpoints

Besides the profitability concerns, which our methodology focuses on, every web ser-
vices idea has its distinct characteristics and corresponding concerns. As a result, the
viewpoints necessary for addressing specific requirements issues and critical success
factors may vary for each web services idea. Issues like business process operation and
expenses, security and privacy, information system operation and expenses, perfor-
mance, etc. are examples of the possible foci in web services requirements engineering.
Specific frameworks may be used to address these requirements issues from other view-
points than business process and information system. An example project where an
e-commerce idea of offering an Internet directory service is explored at both business
and software architecture level with security as an important requirements issue is de-
scribed in [Gord1999b]. [Liu2003b] describe another project where security is a main
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Actor Name of Actor
Profit/scenario occurrence profitscenario = pvalue − eprocess − einf.sys.

Scenario occurrence frequency fscenario (per month)
Profit/month profitscenario × fscenario

Table 5.1: Overall profitability sheet combining viewpoints on scenario level

issue. It uses the patient-centered health information system called Guardian Angel
[Szol1994] to illustrate how the i* framework may be used to address security and
privacy issues.

5.2.4 Overall Evaluation by Aggregating Viewpoints

Above, we have described two viewpoints in which only expenses are of concern. The
value viewpoint, described in Chapter 4, also shows expenses but mainly focuses on the
revenues that make an alternative profitable; additional viewpoints focus on expenses
in detail. For each of the three viewpoints used in our approach, separate profitability
evaluations are performed based on different models and modeling techniques by cre-
ating profitability sheets for each actor. However, it is desirable to, per actor, evaluate
a web services alternative as a whole, so we need a way to unite the profitability sheets
of all viewpoints into one overall profitability sheet.

We construct such an overall sheet consisting of the profitability sheets from the
three viewpoints and their operational scenarios. A scenario may have, at different
viewpoints, diverse numbers of scenario paths. Also, the likelihood of a scenario path
occurring may vary per viewpoint. However, scenarios are conceptually the same for
each viewpoint, so therefore the profits and expenses in each viewpoint are linked at
scenario level. Table 5.1 shows the concepts of such a overall profitability sheet. It
indicates the total profits made for each time a scenario occurs by subtracting the
expenses made from a business process and information viewpoint the profits, from
the profits made from a business value perspective. Furthermore, it specifies how
many times the scenario occurs per month. And finally, it depicts the total profits per
month by multiplying the profits made for each scenario occurrence with the number
of occurrences per month.

5.3 Conclusions

This chapter describes the general process of web services exploration from other view-
points than the value perspective. In this process we use URN, consisting of UCM
and i*, to create and evaluate models. We use e3value evaluation techniques in ana-
lyzing the viability of alternative implementations of a web services idea. We propose
two viewpoints to explore operational expenses at business process and information
system level. We aggregate these two viewpoints, together with the value viewpoint,
by constructing an overall profitability sheet at scenario level.

The quality of our exploration process, described in Chapter 4, is increased by
enriching it with viewpoints that aim at addressing important concerns of various
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stakeholders. It results in a profound feasibility evaluation, which allows making a
decision about implementing a web services alternative based on detailed information,
and increases confidence in its success. Also, business and IT alignment, a key as-
pect of developing information systems successfully facilitating business processes and
objectives [Raad2004], is improved by tying together various business-oriented and
technical viewpoints in devising and implementing a web services system.
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Chapter 6

Exploring the Digital Music
Value Chain

In Chapter 4 and 5 we introduce our approach for exploring and evaluating web services
alternatives. This methodology starts from a business value viewpoint, which explores
how the business model of an alternative adds value to all actors involved (Chapter
4). Following, the business process viewpoint investigates the operational costs of the
alternative. Finally, the information system viewpoint is used to discover the technical
feasibility (Chapter 5).

In this chapter we explore a web services idea concerning the digital music value
chain. Currently, rights societies clear rights for conventional radio stations so that
they can make music public (see Chapter 3). However, with the increasing number of
high-speed Internet connections and Internet radio stations, clearing rights for Internet
radio becomes an interesting source of revenues for rights societies and their members,
rights holders. In this chapter we explore several alternatives for doing so. This way
Internet radio stations are able to run their business in a legal way, and rights holders
receive the fees they are entitled to. Because this case study knows an existing situation
of rights clearance for Ethereal radio stations, we start off with exploring that existing
situation in order to determine if the current rights clearance model is economically
viable for Internet radio. If this model does not seem viable, other alternatives are
explored in order to find one that is viable.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.1 starts off this chapter with an
illustration of the recent changes in the music rights clearance market caused by the
emergence of Internet radio, and the identification of corresponding problems. Section
6.2 shows the analysis of the current way rights societies operate and interact with their
customers and members, to see whether this model is sufficient for Internet radio.
Following, Section 6.3 illustrates how several alternatives are explored in finding a
viable model for clearing rights for Internet radio stations. Finally, Section 6.4 reflects
on our approach, and its complementary use of i* and e3value.
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6.1 The Emergence of Internet Radio

With the number of broadband Internet connections still growing – up to an estimated
153.3 million in 2007 [Kane2004] – it becomes increasingly interesting for radio stations
to broadcast via the Internet. Using the Internet to broadcast radio has many advan-
tages compared to conventional radio broadcasting – e.g., relatively low broadcasting
costs, and a virtually unbounded geographical broadcasting area. These advantages
make it possible for small radio stations with a limited budget to target a worldwide
audience. Also, low cost broadcasting means make it viable to focus on an audience
that listens to non-mainstream music, which many Internet stations tend to do.

Rights societies currently operate on a national level, but recent intentions are to
create an internationally liberal rights clearance market. This means that any artist
from any country may become member of any rights society from any country.

With the above described changes, problems within the existing rights clearance
model (see Figure 3.1) crop up, because, among others, Internet radio stations differ
from conventional radio stations on some crucial points. To assist the problem descrip-
tion, Figure 6.1 shows the evaluated i* strategic rationale model that illustrates the
differences between the two types of radio stations and the problems that arise with
the introduction of Internet radio stations; it results in inefficiencies in both processes
performed by rights societies and the denial of reaching desirable goals for most of the
actors involved.

The current rights clearance model is structured as follows. A Rights society per-
forms two independent processes, (1) clearing the rights of making music public for
professional music users, like radio stations, in the role of Rights clearance provider. This
entails negotiating rights clearance fees with professional music users, and collecting
them. And (2) in the role of Fee re-partitioner, a Rights society re-distributes collected fees
among its members, the rights holders. This requires determining how many times a
recording is played, and which shares of the rights the involved musicians and producer
hold on that recording. The next two paragraphs will illustrate the problems for both
the rights clearance and the re-partitioning processes respectively, using Figure 6.1.

6.1.1 Rights Clearance

The task Clear rights a National rights society performs is decomposed into two sub-tasks
Determine clearance fee and Collect clearance fee. The first task is necessary because there
are no fixed rights clearance tariffs for radio stations. A conventional Large top 20 radio
station negotiates the fee using Non-formalized detailed features like the market share of the
station based on the listener ratings of the station, potential audience, the amount of
music played, and the importance of music for the station. This negotiation process is
quite costly, but because such radio stations have large budgets, they can afford these
costs in order to ensure they pay a Well-justified [clearance fee].

A Small Internet radio station typically has a Low budget to run its business. It also strives
for a Well-justified clearance fee. Small radio stations, however, cannot afford costly clear-
ance fee negotiations; they require a Low cost [Clearance process] in order to stay within
budget. Smaller conventional radio stations are normally charged based on the esti-
mated potential audience determined by the surface of the broadcast area in square
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Figure 6.1: Evaluated i* SR model showing the problems with the existing rights
clearance model

meters (Square meter of broadcast). Nevertheless, this is virtually impossible when it
comes to an Internet radio station, because it theoretically has a worldwide coverage. And
even if it were possible to determine the potential broadcast area, the fee would still be
unjustified because the listening ratings of the potential audience would be impossible
to determine with an Internet radio station typically focusing on a non-mainstream au-
dience by playing Non-mainstream [Music]. Frequently little market research is available
of non-mainstream markets. This denies the possibility of determining a Well-justified
[Clearance fee] for an Internet radio station, especially on a low budget.

Currently, a Rights society represents mostly national artist. A Small Internet radio
station, however, typically aims at Multinational [Streaming], and a Large top 20 radio station
plays music of International [Artists]. Therefore, both types of radio stations want to clear
International [Rights], yet the right societies are only able to clear the rights of national
recordings. As a result, radio stations are not able to clear the rights of all the played
recordings at one rights society, and therefore have to contact several right societies.
It is hard for the radio stations to find the proper rights societies.
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6.1.2 Fee Re-partitioning

When it comes to the activity Re-partition fees, a Rights society has to carry out the tasks
Estimate relative popularity based on playlist, and Determine share of each rights holder. The first
task is concerned with estimating how many times a recording is played on the radio
using the total number of songs played and the popularity of individual songs based
on the playlists of the large top 20 radio stations. The second tasks is carried out to
determine the shares of the rights holders to those songs. The playlists of the large
radio stations typically only contain recordings of Mainstream [Music], because they target
a mainstream audience. Therefore, no information is available of non-mainstream
recordings, typically played by smaller (Internet) radio stations. Right societies, as a
result, are incapable of re-partitioning collected fees among non-mainstream musicians.

6.2 Current Rights Clearance Model

The first step in our methodology is to explore the current situation from a business
value viewpoint in order to determine if the existing rights clearance model is econom-
ically viable when it comes to Internet radio. If this existing model does not address
all the problems described in Section 6.1 but appears to be economically viable, it
could be desirable to not change the existing model. The investments to change the
existing clearance model could outweigh the extra profits made with a different clear-
ance model. However, in order to make this comparison it is necessary to explore new
alternatives and evaluate their profitability for each of the actors involved, which we
illustrate in Section 6.3.

Note that henceforth we will only focus on music rights clearance for Internet radio
stations, and will neglect the rights clearance for conventional radio stations. The ex-
isting model is known to be economically viable and is, for the most part, sufficient for
clearing rights for conventional radio stations. Main-stream artists receive significant
fees in this model, but these revenues will also be omitted from our exploration. The
reason for this is our focus to construct a rights clearance model that results in signif-
icant fees for musicians and producers from Internet radio, regardless of the revenues
from other sources, such as CD-sales, concert ticket sales, or advertisement fees.

6.2.1 Business Value Viewpoint

In this section we will not focus on issues like rightful re-partitioning – this involves
using play lists and listener data to determine the rightful fees to be received by the
various rights holders – yet, because this is not an issue of adding economic value. It is
part of the business process of running a rights society business, and is therefore part
of the business process viewpoint. This viewpoint will be used to explore alternatives
in a later phase of our methodology, when they seem economic viable from a business
value viewpoint. See Chapter 5 for more details about used additional viewpoints. See
Section 6.3.2 for an alternative being explored from a business process viewpoint.
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i* strategic dependency model
Figure 3.1 shows the i* SD model of the current music rights clearance model. An SD
model shows the actors (agents) involved, and the roles they play. Also, it illustrates
the dependency relationships between those agents and roles. Section 4.4 discusses
the guidelines for constructing an SD model. In the exploration of the existing rights
clearance model for Internet radio we will use changed names for some of the agents,
roles, and dependency relationships in Figure 3.1. The role Radio listener will from now
on be Internet radio listener, and the dependency Radio signal is changed to Radio stream.
Agent Radio station is altered to Internet radio station, and the role Radio broadcaster will be
Internet radio streamer. The structure of the rights clearance model remains unchanged
however.

In the SD model, an Internet radio station, in its role as Internet radio streamer, makes
music public to Internet radio listener, played by Listener, through a Radio stream, creating
an audience in order to reach the goal of Audience be listening. However, an Internet ra-
dio station is not allowed to make a musical recording public without the approval of
the concerning Rights holder of that recording. A Rights holder, played by both Producer
and Musician agents, holds rights to a musical recording and should receive a fee from
parties that make that music public – i.e., Internet radio stations. Internet radio station
buys the Right to make public from Rights society, in its role as Rights clearance provider, which
clears this Right to make public for a Internet radio station with the corresponding Rights holder
it represents. A Rights society traditionally represents the rights of musicians and pro-
ducers originating from a specific country. An Internet radio station pays a Clearance fee
to Rights clearance provider in exchange for the Right to make public; Rights society collects
clearance fees. Then, Rights society, in its role of Fee re-partitioner, receives these Collected
fees and distributes a Re-partitioned fee to every Rights holder. Rights holders receive such
a fee based on the individual shares they own in exchange for the Right to make public
their music. Musician and Producer both depend on Rights society for receiving a Significant
[Re-partitioned fee].

e3value actor model
The current rights clearance situation is represented as an e3value actor model in
Figure 3.3. This model is derived from the i* SD model in Figure 3.1. Generally, i*
agents are converted to e3value actors or market segments. The value exchanges be-
tween e3value actors and market segments are constructed based on the roles i* agents
play and the dependencies between those roles. For the guidelines of constructing an
e3value actor model based on an i* SD model, see Section 4.4.

Note that, in exploring music rights clearance for Internet radio we use different
names than shown in Figure 3.3. The market segment Listener listens to the Radio stream
of an Internet radio station thus creating an Audience. This Audience is of value to the radio
station because it can play advertisements in exchange for a fee. Note that an adver-
tisement company buying air time for its advertisements and its corresponding value
exchanges with the Internet radio station are omitted because of their irrelevance to the
value evaluation of the rights clearance process. For every track per Listener played by
the Internet radio station it has to pay a Clearance fee to the Rights society representing the
rights holders of that track. A Rights society is allowed to distribute the Right to make the
public in exchange for a Re-partitioned fee to be paid to the Producer and Musician involved.
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i* strategic rational model
Figure 3.2 illustrates the i* SR model of the current rights clearance model. The
basis for this model is the i* SD model in Figure 3.1. The model is constructed by
adding tasks, goals, and soft goals to the agents and roles, and assigning dependencies
to these elements internal to agents and roles. See Section 4.5 for details about how to
construct an SR model. In our exploration of music rights clearance for Internet radio
we use different names for goals, tasks, and soft goals internal to agents and roles than
used in the clearance model for conventional radio in Chapter 3. The evaluated SR
model in Figure 6.2 shows these altered names, which we also use in the description
below.

Agent Listener has a goal Be listening to music, which may be reached by performing
the task Listen to Internet radio in the role of Internet radio listener. Listener could also decide
to listen to normal Ethereal radio in the role of Ethereal radio listener to reach his goal. Note
that this role is not added to Figure 3.2 because this is not the focus of this business
case. An Internet radio station has the strategic task Run Internet radio station in a Profitable
and Legal way, both indicated by soft goals. To reach this task and accompanying soft
goals the agent plays the role of Internet radio streamer, which performs the task Stream
radio over Internet. This is deconstructed into three sub-tasks. The task Stream commercials
results in revenues, and thus contributes to the soft goal Profitable of the Internet radio
station indicated by a positive contribution link. The task Buy right to make music public is
performed so that the station is run in a Legal way, indicated by a make contribution
link. This task, however, depends on the task Clear right to make music public internal to
the role Right clearance provider. This task is deconstructed from the strategic goal Interest
of musicians and producers be defended of the agent Rights society. This agent, in its role as
Fee re-partitioner, also performs the task Re-partition fees among owners in order to distribute
the collected fees among the rights holders of the music. The strategic goal of Rights
society also has two soft goal decompositions. Firstly, it is vital that the strategic goal
is reached in a Profitable way. Secondly, the clearance process performed by the Rights
society should result in a Significant [Re-partitioned fee] for its members (rights holders).
Both agents Producer and Musician strive towards a Profitable way of performing their
strategic tasks – Musician carries out the task Make music, and Producer executes the task
Invest in musicians – which is positively influenced by their, in their role of Rights holder,
receiving a Significant [Re-partitioned fee] from Fee re-partitioner played by Rights society.

The reason why Internet radio station, Producer and Musician agents have internal strate-
gic tasks is that they do not have the urge to change a situation; the way these agents
operate is fixed and is not the topic of change. The agents Listener and Rights society have
internal strategic goals because they need change in order to reach their goals; Rights
society needs to find a way to create an economically viable rights clearance model,
Listener is interested in changing from listening to conventional radio to listening to
Internet radio.

e3value activity model
The e3value activity model shown in Figure 3.4 is derived from the i* SR model (see
Figure 3.2) and is an extension of the e3value actor model (see Figure 3.3). Value
activities are added to the actors in the e3value model, based on the tasks internal to
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roles played by the corresponding agents in the i* model. Following, value interfaces
of these value activities are related to other value interfaces via value exchanges of
value objects. The guidelines for creating an activity model based on a SR model are
discussed in Section 4.6. Below we use different names to explain the rights clearance
model for Internet radio than indicated in Figure 3.4.

The market segment Listener carries out the value activity Listen to Internet radio in
order to gain the need-satisfying experience of listening to music, receiving the value
object Radio stream and creating an Audience. Internet radio station creates the Radio stream
by performing the value activity Stream radio over Internet, for which it needs Right society
to carry out the value activity Clear rights to make music public, which offers the Right to
make public in exchange for a Clearance fee. Rights society also performs the value activ-
ity Re-partition collected fees among rights holders, which provides the rights clearing value
activity with the Right to make public in exchange for the Collected fees that need to be
re-distributed. It also provides both Producer and Musician market segments with a Re-
partitioned fee in exchange for the Right to make public, which is the output value object of
the value activity Sell right to make public carried out by both market segments.

e3value activity model evaluation
In order to evaluate the activity model, the number of instances of actors in the e3value
market segments has to be specified, as well as the number of scenario occurrences,
and valuation functions for the value exchanges. This is done based on known figures,
and assumptions made for yet unknown factors. For guidelines for evaluating e3value
models in BASSIE, see Section 4.7.

To make our case stronger, we use an existing rights society, namely the Society of
Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of Canada (SOCAN). The known figures
[Soca2003] and made assumptions we will use for exploring this existing alternative
are shown in Table 6.1. We will base all our figures and assumptions on SOCAN as the
only rights society that represents Canadian artists, and on Canadian radio stations
and music listeners only.

Canada currently has 3,300,00 households with a high-speed Internet connection.
We assume that 10% of those households listens to Internet radio, resulting in 330,000
estimated listeners ,which each on average listen 20 hours per month. On average, one
hour of music stream contains 12 tracks. We assume that within Canada 150 Internet
radio stations are streaming international music, but focus mainly on a Canadian
audience. 25% of the music radio stations play is recorded by Canadian artists. For
each time it plays a track for one single listener, an Internet radio station pays SOCAN
a fee of CAN$ 0.00136, which is based on the policy stated in the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act (DCMA) of the Recording Industry Association of America’s (RIAA).
SOCAN charges its members 11% of this fee for collecting and re-partitioning these
fees among the rights holders. SOCAN represents the rights of 75,000 members, of
whom we assume 74,500 to be musicians and 500 to be producers. A track is usually
recorded by a number of musicians; our assumption is that on average 8 musicians
and 1 producer are involved in recording a track. Finally, 50% of all fees collected by
SOCAN goes to the 74,500 musicians, and 50% of the fees goes to the 500 producers.

The properties in Table 6.1 that are followed by a ‘#’ character and a number
between brackets are represented in Figure 3.4 by an AND-fork. Internet radio station has
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Property Value
No. of potential listeners (high-speed Internet
connections)

3,300,000 (in 2002) [Indu2002]

No. of estimated listeners 330,000 (10% of all high-speed
connections)

No. of occurrences per month 20 (1 occurrence = 1 hour mu-
sic stream)

No. of Internet radio stations 150
No. of rights societies 1 (SOCAN)
No. of tracks per 1 hour music stream (#1) 12 (music only channel)
Percentage of Canadian songs played (#2) 25%
Clearance fee per track per listener per stream CAN$ 0.00136
Fee for collecting & re-partitioning one clearance
fee (feePercentagesociety)

11% of clearance fee

No. of musicians 74,500
No. of producers 500
No. of producers per track (#3) 1
No. of musicians per track
(#4)(musicians\track)

8

Fraction of fees to musicians (fractionmusicians) 50%
Fraction of fees to producers (fractionproducers) 50%

Table 6.1: Assumptions for baseline model in Canada

two such AND-forks annotated #1 and #2. The first one makes a conversion from a
stream to a track, since the radio stations will be charged per track; it models that
each one hour stream results in 12 tracks played. We are exploring the situation of the
national rights society in Canada (SOCAN), which only represents the rights of Cana-
dian musicians and producers. Thus, it is necessary to define which part of all played
music has Canadian rights holders. Therefore, AND-fork labelled #2 represents that
25% of all music played in Canada is that of Canadian artists. Furthermore, because
we assume, on average, 1 Producer and 8 Musician actors are involved in each recording,
the collected fees should be re-partitioned accordingly. The cardinalities of the actors
within these market segments are modeled by AND-forks labelled #3 and #4, respec-
tively, which both reside within the Rights society market segment. The incoming fee
for 1 track results in outgoing fees for 8 Musician actors and an outgoing fee for 1 Producer.

In order to evaluate the model, valuation functions are to be determined for the
value ports requesting or offering money objects. In this case there are three ports
that do so, namely the:

1. incoming port from Internet radio station to Rights society
(feesociety)

2. outgoing port from Rights society to Producer
(feeproducer)
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3. outgoing port from Rights society to Musician
(feemusician)

The valuation functions for these ports are the following:

(1) feesociety = CAN$ 0.00136

(2) feeproducer = feesociety × (100%− feePercentagesociety)× fractionproducers

(3) feemusician =

feesociety×(100%−feePercentagesociety)×fractionmusicians

musicians\track

Value Inter-
face

Value
Port

Value Ex-
change

Occurrences Valuation Economic
Value

Clearance total for
Clearance

19,800,000 26928

Clearance
fee in

Fee 19,800,000 0.00136 26928

Right out (all con-
nected)

19,800,000 0 0

Re-
partitioning

total for Re-
partitioning
among
musicians

158,400,000 -11982.96

Re-
partitioned
fee out

Fee 158,400,000 0.00007565 -11982.96

Right in (all con-
nected)

158,400,000 0 0

Repartitioning
producers

total for Re-
partitioning
among
producers

19,800,000 -11982.96

Right in (all con-
nected)

19,800,000 0 0

Re-
partitioned
fee out

Fee 19,800,000 0.0006052 -11982.96

total for actor 19,800,000 0 2962.08

Table 6.2: Rights society profitability sheet for existing rights clearance model
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Value Inter-
face

Value
Port

Value Ex-
change

Occurrences Valuation Economic
Value

Producer
clearance

total for
Producer
clearance

39,600 23.96592

Right out (all con-
nected)

39,600 0 0

Re-
partitioned
fee in

Fee 39,600 0.0006052 23.96592

COUNT 500
total for actor 39,600 0 23.96592

Table 6.3: Producer profitability sheet for existing rights clearance model

Value Inter-
face

Value
Port

Value Ex-
change

Occurrences Valuation Economic
Value

Musician
clearance

total for
Musician
clearance

2,126.174497 0.1608451

Right out (all con-
nected)

2,126.174497 0 0

Re-
partitioned
fee in

Fee 2,126.174497 0.00007565 0.1608451

COUNT 74,500
total for actor 2,126.174497 0 0.1608451

Table 6.4: Musician profitability sheet for existing rights clearance model

With these valuation functions and the figures and assumptions from Table 6.1 we
calculate the model’s profitability for each of the actors. Tables 6.2 to 6.4 show the
profitability sheets for the actors Rights society, Producer, and Musician respectively.

We draw several conclusions from these profitability sheets in Table 6.2 to 6.4. Ta-
ble 6.2 indicates that this alternative is profitable for Rights society. Tables 6.3 and 6.4
show the average fees Producer and Musician receive in this alternative; they are hardly
significant. However, certain important (main-stream) producers and musicians will
receive a significant fee in this model, because their music is played much more than
average. Nevertheless, this existing clearance model is generally not profitable for both
Producer and Musician actors.

i* strategic rationale model analysis
We use the e3value activity model evaluation results as a starting point for the analy-
sis of the i* SR model (see guideline 7.2) of the existing music rights clearance model
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shown in Figure 3.2. The checkmark label of the evaluation starting point are prop-
agated through the SR model (see guideline 7.3), which results in the evaluated SR
model in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Evaluated i* SR model of the baseline Internet radio rights clearance
model

Table 6.2 shows that the clearance model results in a reasonable income for Rights
society. However, we will indicate the soft goal Profitable of Rights society as Weakly satisficed,
because it is unlikely that a monthly income of about CAN$ 3000 is enough to pay all
necessary expenses – e.g. operational and technical expenses (see section 6.3.2) – and
make a significant profit. The soft goal of Rights society called Significant [Re-partitioned
fee] is labelled Denied, because both Musician and Producer are not able to, on average,
get significant fees in this model; the Profitable soft goals of Producer and Musician are
annotated Weakly satisficed and Denied respectively.

The four checkmark labels that represent the evaluation starting point in Figure
6.2 and are based on the e3value evaluation results, are indicated by a striped square
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filled with yellow. From these starting point checkmark labels we start to propagate
labels through our SR model. The result of this propagation is depicted in Figure 6.2.
It shows that the inability of Producer, Musician and Rights society to get any significant
profits influences their ability to reach their strategic tasks and goals. This indicates
that the current existing music rights clearance model is not viable for several actors
involved when it is used in clearing fees for Internet radio stations. Our conclusion
is that we should come up with an alternative rights clearance model that is more
economically viable.

Issues for new alternatives
Before we will device a new alternative, we will look at which points may be improved
in order to get a more satisfying solution. The main problem with the current model
is that no significant profitability is established when it comes to clearing rights for
Internet radio stations. To solve this, the number of listeners should significantly
increase. One way to do this is to collect fees in an international, rather than a
national, context. This, however, introduces the need for a national rights society
to collaborate with rights societies from other countries. Additionally, international
regulations are planning to liberalize the music rights clearance market so that any
rights holder may use the services of any rights society from any country. This also
requires an international and competitive approach for the rights societies. The focus
of our next alternative should therefore be to create a model that (1) increases the
number of Internet radio listeners for which clearance fees should be paid, and (2)
copes with international issues.

6.3 Exploration of New Alternatives

All the problems discussed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 call for a different rights clear-
ance model. One that can cope with an international setting, results in well-justified
clearance fees based on well defined features, and represents the rights holders of
non-mainstream recordings properly. This section will discuss several alternatives for
solving the problems described above. We use BASSIE, our business-oriented explo-
ration approach for web services ideas (see Chapter 4 and 5), to find the alternative
that most fits the solution to our problems, showing the operation of our methodology.

6.3.1 Clearance Organization

The need for internationalizing the right clearance market makes it hard for radio
stations to find the rights society that clears rights for a specific artist, group, or
track. It does not necessarily have to be the rights society from the country of origin
of an artist to be the one that clears the rights for that artist, it could be any rights
society reciting in any country in the world. To make it possible for radio stations
to find the rights society that does clear the rights for a specific artist, we have to
introduce a new agent, namely a clearing organization. This agent acts as a central
point of rights clearance that forwards clearance requests from radio stations to the
correct rights societies. In this section we explore this alternative, and see if introducing
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this new agent solves the problems and seems viable. We start from a business value
perspective.

Business Value Viewpoint

i* strategic dependency model

Figure 6.3: i* SD model of the clearing organization alternative

Figure 6.3 shows the i* SD model of the first new alternative we will explore. It
is based on the current rights clearance model, but is supplemented with the new
agent Clearing organization, which acts as a Right clearance proxy for the Internet radio
stations. It receives a clearance request and a Clearance fee from Internet radio station,
and forwards those to the Rights society that represents the rights holders to the music
streamed by Internet radio station. Note that the clearance request dependency is not
modelled, because this is part of the business process viewpoint, which shows how a
value model is put into operation (e.g. see Section 6.3.2). In exchange for this Clearance
fee the Clearing organization forwards the Right to make public from Rights society to Internet
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radio station. Only one Clearing organization exists, so it acts as the central point of right
clearance for all Internet radio stations in the world. Note that Internet radio station and
Rights society agents do not interact directly in this model. The main advantage of this
model is that Clearing organization is easy to find and enables Internet radio stations all
over the world to find the right societies they need in order to play the desired music.
Other advantages and disadvantages are discussed further in this section as we explore
the alternative in more detail.

With introducing the new Clearing organization agent, who acts as an intermediary
between Rights society and Internet radio station, new dependencies arise. Firstly, the re-
source dependencies Right to make public and Clearance fee between Internet radio streamer
and Rights clearance proxy, and Rights clearance proxy and Rights clearance provider. Secondly,
several soft goal dependencies between Rights society and Clearing organization are intro-
duced. The soft goal Discoverable [Right] shows that Rights society depends on Clearing
organiza- tion for enabling an Internet radio station to find the right Rights society. International
[Rights clearance] illustrates that Rights society depends on Clearing organization to operate
on an international scale. Finally, Ability to run business indicates that Rights society de-
pends on Clearing organization for receiving clearance requests from Internet radio station and
therefore the ability to run its rights clearance business. During the exploration of this
alternative we will analyze the impact of these soft goals to the strategic goals internal
to the various agents, and we will determine if they result in a desirable situation.

e3value actor model
Figure 6.4 shows the e3value actor model for the clearing organization alternative.
Comparing the actor model of the existing rights clearance model in Figure 3.3 and
this new alternative, the main difference is the introduction of the new actor Clearing
organization. Two extra value exchanges, exchanging Right to make public in exchange for
a Clearance fee, are added to connect the value interfaces of the new actor to the two
existing market segments Internet radio station and Rights society.

i* strategic rationale model
The SD model in Figure 6.3 is the basis for the SR model of the clearing organization
alternative, shown in Figure 6.5. This SR model explains the rationale behind the
dependencies, depicting the goals, tasks, and soft goals internal to agents and roles.
Some changes are made to the SR model in Figure 6.5 compared to the SR model of
the existing rights clearance model in Figure 6.2.

The new agent Clearing organization has the strategic task Run central clea- ring organiza-
tion. It also strives to perform this task in a Profitable way. In its role of Rights clearance
proxy, it performs the task Forward individual clearing requests as a means to reach this
strategic task. This task includes accepting the request and Clearance fee of an Internet
radio station, finding the Rights society that is able to clear this request, and actually
forwarding this request to that Rights society.

Rights society has some additional internal soft goals, and depends on Clearing organi-
zation for these soft goals to be achieved. In order to achieve the two soft goals Profitable
and Significant [Re-partitioned fee], decomposed from its strategic goal of Interests of musicians
and producers be defended, Rights society should increase the number of rights clearings it
processes (Many [Rights clearings]), which is helped by making it easy to discover for radio
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Figure 6.4: e3value actor model of the clearing organization alternative

stations which rights a Rights society clears (Discoverable [Right]) and allowing a Rights
society to clear rights internationally (International [Rights clearance]). The final change
is that Rights society depends on Clearing organization for its Ability to run business, because
Clearing organization may decide to which Rights society it forwards the clearing requests.
Note that it is very undesirable for Rights society to be so dependable on Clearing organi-
zation; this will become more clear in the evaluation of this i* SR model later in this
section.

e3value activity model
The task Forward individual clearing requests performed by the i* role Rights clearance proxy
in Figure 6.5 is added as a value activity to the e3value actor Clearing organization in the
e3value value activity model in Figure 6.6. Also, Rights society has become a market
segment, because now several rights societies operate in an international rights clear-
ance market and provide the same service. The rest of the market segments in Figure
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Figure 6.5: i* SR model of the clearing organization alternative

6.6 perform the same value activities as in the activity model of the existing rights
clearance model (see Figure 3.4).

e3value activity model evaluation
Just like we did for the existing rights clearance model, we use existing numbers and
made assumptions to determine evaluate the e3value value activity model of the clear-
ing organization alternative. This entails determining the number of instances of actors
within the e3value market segments, as well as the number of scenario occurrences,
and valuation functions for the value ports. Many of the assumptions of the existing
alternative can be left unchanged. However, the properties involving the number of
potential and estimated listeners, as well as the number of Internet radio stations have
to be changed because the focus is now on an international rights clearance market.
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Figure 6.6: e3value activity model of the clearing organization alternative

Table 6.5 shows the properties and values of the clearing organization model. Note
that we are again focusing only on the use of Canadian music cleared by the Canadian
Rights society SOCAN, but now in an international setting.

We have increased the potential number of listener to 153,300,000, which is the
estimated number of high-speed Internet connections in the world in the year 2007
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Property Value
No. of potential listeners (high-speed Internet
connections)

153,300,000 (in 2007)
[Kane2004]

No. of estimated listeners 15,330,000 (10% of all high-
speed connections)

No. of occurrences per month 20 (1 occurrence = 1 hour mu-
sic stream)

No. of Internet radio stations 15,000
No. of rights societies 1 (SOCAN)
No. of tracks per 1 hour music stream (#1) 12 (music only channel)
Percentage of Canadian songs played (#2) 10%
Clearance fee per track per listener per stream CAN$ 0.00136
Fee for forwarding one clearance request
(feePercentageorganization)

5% of clearance fee

Fee for collecting & re-partitioning one clearance
fee (feePercentagesociety)

6% of clearance fee

No. of musicians 74,500
No. of producers 500
No. of producers per track (#3) 1
No. of musicians per track
(#4)(musicians\track)

8

Fraction of fees to musicians (fractionmusicians) 50%
Fraction of fees to producers (fractionproducers) 50%

Table 6.5: Assumptions for Canadian music in the clearing organization model

[Kane2004]. Still, we assume that at least 10% of the house holds listen to Internet
radio, so that results in an estimated 15,330,000 Internet radio listeners. Other changed
properties are the number of Internet radio stations, which is assumed to be 15,000
worldwide, and the percentage of Canadian songs played, which is presumed to be
10% worldwide.

When it comes to the fees for the value activities, we assume that Rights society pays
for the activity of Forward individual clearing requests and not the other market segments,
such as Musician or Internet radio station, because the introduction of this activity performed
by the actor Clearance organization is of value to Rights society; it enables Rights society to
operate on a larger scale. Therefore, the fee for collecting and re-partitioning rights
clearance fees is lowered to 6%, and the activity of forwarding clearing requests will
cost 5% of the rights clearance fee. This adds up to the original 11% in the existing
clearance model. The in and outgoing fees for Internet radio station, Producer, and Musician
remain unchanged. This results in the following valuation functions of below ports
that request or offer money objects in the value activity model:

4. incoming port from Internet radio station to Clearing organization
(feeorganization)

5. incoming port from Clearing organization to Rights society
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(feesociety)

6. outgoing port from Rights society to Producer
(feeproducer)

7. outgoing port from Rights society to Musician
(feemusician)

The valuation functions for these ports are the following:

(4) feeorganization = CAN$ 0.00136

(5) feesociety = feeorganization × (100%− feePercentageorganization)

(6) feeproducer = feeorganization×

(100%− feePercentageorganization − feePercentagesociety)× fractionproducers

(7) feemusician =

feeorganization×(100%−feePercentageorganization−feePercentagesociety)×fractionmusicians

musicians\track

Combining the assumptions in Table 6.5 with the above valuation functions allows
us to construct the profitability sheets for Clearing organization (see Table 6.6), Rights
society (see Table 6.7), Producer (see Table 6.8), and Musician (see Table 6.9) for the
clearing organization alternative.

Looking at Table 6.6 to 6.9 we may come to several conclusions. Firstly, with
a monthly income of about CAN$ 25,000, this alternative is quite profitable for the
Clearing organization. However, this alternative is even more profitable for Rights society,
with a monthly revenue of about CAN$ 30,000. The alternative also results in quite
a significant monthly fee for Producer of about CAN$ 445. On the other hand, a fee of
CAN$ 3 does not represent a noteworthy fee for Musician.

i* strategic rationale model analysis
The results of the e3value value activity model evaluation are used to analyze the
corresponding i* SR model. In this analysis all goals, tasks, and soft goals are Satisficed
by default. We determine how the e3value evaluation results affect the i* SR model by
importing these results as analysis starting points. These starting points are indicated
by a striped square filled with yellow and are labelled according to the results of the
e3value evaluation (see Figure 6.7). These checkmark labels are propagated through
the SR model, resulting in its analysis.

From this analysis we see that Musician is, on average, still not able to fully satisfice
its Profitable soft goal, because it does not receive a Significant [Re-partitioned fee], but at
least in this alternative the fee is not expressed in cents but in dollars. Producer, on
average, is able to get a Significant [Re-partitioned fee], and therefore is able to perform its
strategic task Invest in musicians in a Profitable manner. Clearing organization is making good
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Value Inter-
face

Value
Port

Value
Ex-
change

Occurrences Valuation Economic
Value

Central clear-
ance

total for
Central
clearance

367,920,000 500,371.2

Fee in Fee 367,920,000 500,371.2
Right out (all con-

nected)
367,920,000 0.00136 0

Forwarding
of specific
request

total for
Forward-
ing of
specific
request

367,920,000 0 -475,352.64

Fee out Fee 367,920,000 0.001292 -475,352.64
Specific
right in

(all con-
nected)

367,920,000 0 0

total for actor 735,840,000 0 25,018.56

Table 6.6: Clearing organization profitability sheet for the clearing organization alter-
native

profits; its strategic task Run central clearing organization is therefore labelled Satisficed.
Rights society is able to satisfice its Profitable soft goal, and weakly satisfice the soft goal
Significant [Re-partitioned fee]. This, however, all depends on Clearing organization, because
this agent, in its role as Rights clearance proxy, determines to which Rights society clearing
requests are forwarded. Being the central point of the model, it fully regulates the
rights clearance market. In this way, it is possible for Clearing organization to accept
price arrangements with larger right societies with a large budget, denying smaller
right societies to get their fair share, and therefore denying a free rights clearance
market; hence the Ability to run business soft goal dependency is labelled Denied. This is
not a desirable situation.

Issues for next alternative
Although this alternative seems profitable for most of the actors involved, this is
an undesirable alternative to implement. It seems that having a central agent that
orchestrates the rights clearing process by being the proxy between right societies and
the radio stations is not a good alternative. The rights societies have no control over
their own business; they depend on the clearing organization to get clearing requests
from their customers. The monopoly position of this clearing organization is much
too risky for rights societies. Rights societies cannot compete in a fair way in order
to attract customers – e.g., by offering low cost rights clearance. It is much more
advantageous to construct an alternative where, in a free rights clearance market,
rights societies compete with each for customers in a fair way.
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Value Inter-
face

Value
Port

Value
Ex-
change

Occurrences Valuation Economic
Value

Re-
partitioning
musicians

total for
Reparti-
tioning
musicians

2,943,360,000 -222665.184

Right in (all con-
nected)

2,943,360,000 0 0

Fee for mu-
sician out

Fee 2,943,360,000 0.00007565 -222665.184

Specific clear-
ance

total for
Specific
clearance

367,920,000 475,352.64

Fee in Fee 367,920,000 0.001292 475,352.64
Specific
right out

(all con-
nected)

367,920,000 0

Re-
partitioning
producers

total for
Reparti-
tioning
producers

367,920,000 -222665.184

Fee for
producer
out

Fee 367,920,000 0.0006052 -222665.184

Right in (all con-
nected)

367,920,000 0 0

total for actor 3,679,200,000 0 30,022.272

Table 6.7: Rights society profitability sheet for the clearing organization alternative

Value Inter-
face

Value
Port

Value
Ex-
change

Occurrences Valuation Economic
Value

Producer
clearance

total for
Producer
clearance

735,840 445.330368

Fee in Fee 735,840 0.0006052 445.330368
Right out (all con-

nected)
735,840 0 0

COUNT 500
total for actor 735,840 0 445.330368

Table 6.8: Producer profitability sheet for the clearing organization alternative
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Value Inter-
face

Value
Port

Value
Ex-
change

Occurrences Valuation Economic
Value

Musician
clearance

total for
Musician
clearance

39,508.18792 2.988794416

Fee in Fee 39,508.18792 0.00007565 2.988794416
Right out (all con-

nected)
39,508.18792 0 0

COUNT 74,500
total for actor 39,508.18792 0 2.988794416

Table 6.9: Musician profitability sheet for the clearing organization alternative

6.3.2 Clearing Coordinator

The central orchestrating Rights clearance proxy role has to be removed from our model,
but then the problem of radio stations having to find the correct rights society them-
selves arises again. Therefore, we have to find a solution to this problem that does not
result in the disturbance of the liberal rights clearance market. A possible solution to
finding the rights society that is able to clear the rights a radio station requests is to
let them cooperate, e.g. through a negotiation process. However, to make such nego-
tiation process possible we need a common infrastructure so that rights societies can
communicate and cooperate in a standardized way. We will introduce a new i* role –
replacing the Rights clearance proxy – that provides this infrastructure, called Clearing co-
ordinator. This role is played by the same agent, introduced in the previous alternative,
namely Clearing organization. The next section will firstly explore this alternative from
a business value viewpoint. If this alternative seems economically viable, and does
not result in undesirable situations from a business value viewpoint, we will continue
with exploring it from a business process viewpoint, and following from an information
system viewpoint.

Business Value Viewpoint

i* strategic dependency model
Figure 6.8 represents the SD model of the clearing coordinator alternative. It shows
the new role Clearing coordinator, which is played by Clearing organization. This role does
not reside between the roles Internet radio streamer and Rights clearance provider like Rights
clearance proxy in the clearing organization alternative (see Figure 6.3). It acts as a
facilitator of the rights clearance process performed by Rights clearance provider. Clearing
coordinator strives to satisfice the goal Clearing be coordinated in exchange for a Coordination
fee received from Rights clearance provider.

The soft goal dependencies Discoverable [Right] and International [Rights clearance] between
Rights society and Clearing organization remain unchanged. However, the undesirable soft
goal dependency Ability to run business is replaced by a more desirable soft goal depen-
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Figure 6.7: Evaluated i* SR model of the clearing organization alternative

dency Low [Transaction costs]. By saving money on transaction costs, a Rights society is
able to offer its service for a lower fee, which makes it more competitive. However,
Rights society depends on the rights clearance facilitation provided by Clearing coordinator
for the ability to reduce the transaction costs.

e3value actor model
The e3value actor model (see Figure 6.9) is based on the SD model (see Figure 6.8)
and shows the changed role of the Clearing organization actor. Market segments Internet
radio station and Rights society directly exchange value objects Right to make public and Clear-
ance fee, instead of relaying these exchanges through Clearing organization. In this model,
Clearing organization offers Rights so- ciety the value object Clearing coordination, in exchange
for a Coordination fee. The rest of the model stays unchanged from the e3value actor
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Figure 6.8: i* SD model of the clearing coordinator alternative

model of the clearing organization alternative (see Figure 6.4)

i* strategic rationale model
The SR model in Figure 6.10 shows that Rights society has some unchanged and some
new internal soft goals. Other than these new soft goals, the changed role Clearing
organization plays, and the accompanying dependencies, the SR model does not show
any differences with the SR model of the clearing organization alternative (see Figure
6.5).

The reason for the new soft goals internal to Rights society is that the strategic goal
should be reached in a Competitive way, because this alternative knows a free market
with fair competition. Keeping the transaction costs as low as possible, represented by
the internal soft goal Low [Transaction costs], helps a Rights society to be Competitive, which
again helps a Rights society in processing as Many [Rights clearings] as possible.

Clearing organization has a new strategic task Run clearing coordinator business, which it
tries to achieve by performing the task Facilitate rights clear- ance process in the role of
Clearing coordinator.
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Figure 6.9: e3value actor model of the clearing coordinator alternative

e3value activity model
Based on the i* SR model in Figure 6.10, the Clearing organization actor in the e3value
value activity model (see Figure 6.11) is assigned the value activity Facilitate rights clear-
ance process. All the other market segments in this model perform the same value
activities as in the value activity model of the clearing organization alternative (see
Figure 6.6).

e3value activity model evaluation
The assumptions and figures for the e3value evaluation of the clearing coordinator
alternative are the same as for the clearing organization. The only difference is that
the name of the Fee for forwarding one clearing request property is changed to Fee for facilitating
one rights clearing. The value of this property stays unchanged at 5% per occurrence.
Therefore, the table with assumptions (Table 6.5), and the tables with the profitability
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Figure 6.10: i* SR model of the clearing coordinator alternative

sheets of Clearing organization, Rights society, Producer and Musician (Tables 6.6 to 6.9) of
the clearing organization alternative also apply for the clearing coordinator alternative
we are currently exploring.

From these tables we may draw the same conclusions for the economic viability of
the clearing coordinator alternative as we did for the clearing organization alternative
in Section 6.3.1; the alternative is economically viable for all actors and market seg-
ments, except for the Musician market segment.

i* strategic rationale model analysis
Importing the e3value evaluation results in the i* SR model in Figure 6.10, and prop-
agating these checkmark labels results in the evaluated model in Figure 6.12. This
model shows that almost every goal, task, and soft goal is marked Satisficed, except
for Musician, of which the Profitable soft goal and the Make music task are both Weakly
satisficed. The soft goal Significant [Re-partioned fee] internal to Rights society is also assigned
the checkmark label Weakly satisficed.
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Figure 6.11: e3value activity model of the clearing coordinator alternative

Decision to further explore alternative
It seems that it is hard to construct a model where the Musician agent, on average,
receives a significant fee for allowing its music to be made public through Internet
radio. Nevertheless, certain (main-stream) musicians will receive a significant fee,
because their music is played much more often than average, thus not fully denying the
Profitable soft goal to be achieved. However, this clearing coordinator alternative does
solve other problems that occurred in the clearing organization alternative, such as the
soft goal dependency Ability to run business between Rights society and Clearing organization; it
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Figure 6.12: Evaluated i* SR model of the clearing coordinator alternative

allows rights societies to compete fairly on a liberal rights clearing market. Therefore
we decide to further explore this alternative from a business process viewpoint in the
next section.

Business Process Viewpoint

We have analyzed the clearing coordinator model from a business value viewpoint to
conclude that it creates enough profit for the actors interacting in the model. This
viewpoint focuses on how value is created and how profits are made, but it does not
focus on the expenses involved with creating this value. We need information about
the operational expenses of an alternative to determine if it is economically viable.
The business process viewpoint, we describe in Section 5.2.1, spotlights the activities
actors carry out, the messages they interchange, and the corresponding expenses. In
this section we will utilize use case maps (UCM ) [Buhr1999] to identify and analyze
major operational expenses, represented as responsibility points in the use case map.

From a business process viewpoint we explore the rights clearance and re-partitioning
activities concerning Internet radio. Clearing organization, playing the role of Clearing co-
ordinator, provides the web services infrastructure facilitating these activities. Please
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note that this agent is not added in the models, because the dependencies of this actor
with other actors is inherent to the web services technology we use; they are generally
all the same. All actors depend on the web services infrastructure Clearing coordinator
provides in order to discover web services in one or more UDDI-repositories based on
WSDL-descriptions, and also for sending and receiving SOAP messages. It enables
the involved actors to communicate in a standardized way, and receives a fee for doing
so, but this is modelled and evaluated from a business value viewpoint and is not part
of the business process viewpoint.

i* strategic dependency model
From a business process perspective some i* agents in the clearing coordinator al-
ternative play different roles than from a business value viewpoint. E.g., Internet radio
station is a Customer interested in the service of rights clearance offered by Rights society.
See Figure 6.13 for the i* SD model from a business process perspective.

As mentioned before, in this alternative rights societies cooperate to find the proper
Rights society that is able to process the rights clearance requested by a Customer. Cus-
tomer sends its request, a PlayReport containing the recordings it wants to play, together
with a ClearanceFeePayment to one Rights society. If this first Rights society is not able to
process this request, it contacts a Partner Rights society to, fully or partly, process the re-
quest by sending a ListOfArtistsToBeProcessed hoping these Rights be cleared. If the request
is processed by one Initiating clearance provider, and possibly one or more Responding clear-
ance provider agents, each Rights holder in that PlayReport receives a Re-partitionedFeePayment,
and Responding clearance provider receives an OutsourceFeePayment from Initiating clearance
provider.

At business process level, Internet radio station depends on Rights society to provide its
rights clearance services through web services technology, which translates to a Low
cost [Clearance process]. Also, Internet radio station depends on Rights society for a Justified
[Clearance fee], but it is hard for Internet radio station to check up front whether the fee is
justified because of the limitations of the web services technology to describe how a
web service performs its task. The WSDL-interface does not specify how a web service
performs its tasks, it only indicates how it is invoked, and generally what service it
offers.

i* strategic rationale model
Based on the SD model in Figure 6.13, we construct the SR model of the clearing
coordinator alternative (see Figure 6.14). This model shows the goals, tasks, and soft
goals internal to the agents and roles. Firstly, it shows that Internet radio station its main
goal is that Rights be bought, and in a Profitable (low cost) manner. Negotiating a Justified
[Clearance Fee] by supplying a Detailed [PlayReport], helps in realizing the Profitable soft
goal, as well as a Low cost [Clearance process]. On the other hand, constructing a Detailed
[PlayReport] and using that to negotiate the fee for rights clearance is costly, which hurts
realizing a Low cost [Clearance process].

In satisficing its internal strategic goal of Rights be bought, Internet radio station performs
several tasks in the role of Customer. It wants to Buy rights from Initiating clearance provider,
and in doing so it must Construct play report and provide that PlayReport to Initiating clearance
provider. Also, it carries out the task Compute fee for clearing the recordings stated in
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Figure 6.13: i* SD model of clearing coordinator alternative from business process
viewpoint

the PlayReport., which results in a ClearanceFeePayment from Customer to Initiating clearance
provider.

The strategic goal Rights be cleared of Rights society should be reached in a Profitable
and Competitive way. Being Competitive helps in being Profitable. The rights clearance
process performed by Rights society should be a Low cost [process], a Transparent [process]
(clear and understandable to its customers), and a Rational [Process] (sensible) in order
for Rights society to be Competitive. Also, by offering a Justified [Clearance fee] to Internet
radio station, Rights society is able to be more Competitive. Finally, an Automated [Process],
in this case using a web services infrastructure, helps in realizing a Low cost [Process],
compared to a manual process.

A means for reaching the strategic goal Rights be cleared is the performing task
Clear rights, internal to the role Initiating clearance provider; this performing task can be
decomposed in 6 sub-tasks. The first tasks of Import play report is necessary to
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Figure 6.14: i* SR model of clearing coordinator alternative from business process
viewpoint

convert a PlayReport received from Customer into a standardized format, so that it may
be automatically processed by the Initiating clearance provider. The reason for this is that
a PlayReport sent by Customer has a dynamic format, because these play reports may
have conceptual differences. The dynamic nature of a play report requires that the
rights clearance process to be performed has to be configured for every individual
request, hence the Configure process task. The rest of the process consists of the tasks
Identify recordings from the PlayReport, Identify rights holders that hold rights to the identified
recordings, Re-partition the collected fees among the rights holders based on their shares,
and Pay the rights holders by providing them with a Re-partitionedFeePayment.

It may happen that an Initiating clearance provider is unable to process all, or a part
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of, the requested artists in the provided PlayReport, because this Rights society does not
represent those right holders. In that case, it has to find which Rights society is able to
process them, so it sends a ListOfArtistsToBeProcessed to one or more Partner rights society
agents who play the role of Responding clearance provider. If one is able to process, the
process is reconfigured, and the Responding clearance provider is instructed to process the
request by carrying out the task Clear rights so the Rights be cleared in exchange for a
OutsourceFee- Payment.

Please note that Responding clearance provider and Initiating clearance provider are inter-
nally the same roles, only Initiating clearance provider has Internet radio station as its customer
and Responding clearance provider has another Rights society as its customer. Both roles
perform the same task Clear rights, but for reasons of space we have not deconstructed
this task internal to Responding clearance provider as we did for Initiating clearance provider.
Also, note that the Responding clearance provider role is played by the Partner Rights society
agent that is a (ISA) Rights society. For reasons of space, we also omitted the intentions
internal to Partner Rights society, because being a Rights society, it has the same strategic
goals.

Use case map
For modelling and evaluating the operational expenses of an alternative we make use
of use case maps (UCM ) [Buhr1999] instead of e3value models (see Chapter 5). Figure
6.15 shows the use case model from a business process perspective. It demonstrates
the rights clearance process flow, and it shows the operational expenses indicated
by responsibility points, represented by the letter r followed by a number. Note
that in Figure 6.15 a scenario occurrence is the sending and clearing of a PlayReport,
containing several recordings, by an Internet radio station. Each radio station sends a
monthly PlayReport. This differs from the e3value model at business value viewpoint
where one scenario occurrence is the clearing of the right for one recording.

While converting an i* SR model to a use case map from a business process per-
spective, an i* agent is converted to an UCM actor that plays a role, which corresponds
to the i* role played by that agent in the SR model. In a use case map constructed
within BASSIE, roles are represented by a component with its name preceded by ‘as’.
E.g., the component named as Customer within the UCM actor Internet radio station is
based on the i* role Customer played by Internet radio station in the SR model. A task
is represented in a use case map by an internal component (activity) of such a role
component – e.g., Construct play report within the role Customer. A UCM component
indicating an activity may be decomposed into sub-components – the task Clear rights
internal to Initiating clearance provider in the SR model is decomposed into 6 activities in
the corresponding UCM actor in Figure 6.15. Note that, like in the SR model in Fig-
ure 6.14, for reasons of space the component Clear rights internal to Responding clearance
provider in the use case map in Figure 6.15 is not decomposed into the 6 sub-activities,
but the tasks Responding and Initiating clearance provider perform are internally the same.

In a use case map, a path indicates the execution flow of tasks. The scenario
paths going from one UCM actor to another represents the exchange of a message,
which are added to the model based on the i* dependencies in the SD model. The
name of the scenario path indicates the name of the message exchanged. The scenario
path in Figure 6.15 starts at Internet radio station, in the role of Customer, performing two
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Figure 6.15: Use case map of clearing coordinator alternative from business process
viewpoint

activities. The path is split up by an AND-fork, thus resulting in two parallel paths.
In executing the activity Compute fees, Internet radio station computes the fee it has to pay
for clearing the rights of the recording in its PlayReport. The radio station computes
the fee because it is a relative simple process, and it has access to all the information
needed to compute the fee. Following, Internet radio station makes a ClearanceFeePayment
to Rights society. The money is stored in a Money pool (r1) – e.g., a bank account, from
which money will be taken later in order to re-partition the money among the rights
holders (r7) by making a Re-partitionedFeePayment.
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The other activity performed by Internet radio station, Construct play re- port, initiates the
Rights society by constructing and sending a PlayReport, which contains all the recordings
played by Internet radio station. The Initiating clearance provider role is deconstructed into
6 sub-activities, each containing one responsibility point indicating an operational
expense. The process starts with Import play report (r2), followed by Configure process
(r3). We assume that a Rights society is always able to process a PlayReport, with the
help of one or more Partner right society actors. Also, we assume that a Rights society is
never able to clear an entire PlayReport by itself, and therefore at least requests one, but
probably more than one, Partner Rights society actors to process parts of the PlayReport.
Therefore, the AND-fork in Configure process splits the scenario path into two parallel
paths where part of the PlayReport is processes by Initiating clearance provider, and other
parts by one or more Responding clearance provider actors.

The internal processing of a PlayReport starts with Identify recordings (r4), followed by
Identify rights holders (r5), Re-partition (r6), Pay (r7), and Sell rights – the latter performed by
Producer or Musician as Rights holder, which in return receives a Re-partitionedFeePayment.
The activities Identify recordings, Identify rights holders, and Re-partition may fail, sending
the path back to Configure process, indicated by OR-forks annotated #1, #2, and #3
respectively. This results in a total of 4 different scenario paths that might occur. If
one of the activities fails, the scenario path is redirected back to Configure process so
that the process starts over again. This results in extra expenses. If all goes well, the
Rights holder gets paid a Re-partitionedFeePayment by Rights society, where it takes the fee
from the Money pool in order to perform the Pay (r7) activity.

The other parallel path starting at Configure process is the partly outsourcing of
rights clearing to one or more Partner right society actors. A ListofArtistsTo- BeProcessed, is
sent to Responding clearance provider so that it can clear rights for the Initiating clearance
provider. This outsource request cannot fail, because before the ListofArtistsToBeProcessed
is sent, both parties communicate to make sure the request can be processed by the
Responding clearance provider. Note that this communication is not modeled in this use
case map, because this communication is performed by the web services of the rights
societies. It is therefore part of the information system viewpoint, which we will dis-
cuss in the Section 6.3.2. For the processed request, the Responding clearance provider
receives an OutsourceFeePayment. We assume that the OutsourceFeePayment is the same
as the costs made by Initiating clearance provider to clear the same amount of recordings.

Use case model evaluation
The profitability sheet in Table 6.10 shows the expected operational expenses for Rights
society in the clear rights scenario. It shows the 4 possible scenario paths with, per
scenario, the likelihood of occurrence, and the expenses corresponding to the responsi-
bility points in the use case map in Figure 6.15. The expenses of these 4 scenario paths
(e1 to e4), multiplied with the likelihood of occurrence, add up to the total expected
operational expenses for Rights society.

In scenario path 1, admin expenses indicates that a rights society employee has
to process the ClearanceFeePayment received from Internet radio station. When Internet radio
station sends a PlayReport, import expenses are made to convert it to a format that
can be automatically processed, followed by configuration expenses to construct an
execution plan from the conceptually dynamic information in the PlayReport. From
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Actor Rights society
Viewpoint Business process viewpoint
Scenario Clear rights
Scenario path 1
Likelihood 85%

e1 = admin expenses(r1) + import expenses(r2) +
configuration expenses(r3) + identification
expenses(r4 + r5) + re-partition expenses(r6) +
payment expenses(r7)

Scenario path 2
Likelihood 5%

e2 = e1+configuration expenses(r3)+identification
expenses(r4)

Scenario path 3
Likelihood 5%

e3 = e1+configuration expenses(r3)+identification
expenses(r4 + r5)

Scenario path 4
Likelihood 5%

e4 = e1+configuration expenses(r3)+identification
expenses(r4 + r5) + re-partition expenses(r6)

Expected expenses eprocess = 0.85× e1 + 0.05× e2 + 0.05× e3 + 0.05× e4

Table 6.10: Profitability sheet for Rights society for the operational scenario Clear
rights

there, identification expenses are made to determine which song is recorded by which
Musician and produced by which Producer to eventually find the correct rights holders.
The re-partition expenses are made while distributing the collected fees among rights
holders based on their share of the rights. And finally, payment expenses denotes
the administrative costs for transferring the money to the rights holders. This Re-
partitionedFeePayment is not done each time the clear rights scenario is executed, but to
save on this administrative expense, only once each per N occurrences of the scenario.

In scenario paths 2 to 4, the same expenses are made as in scenario path 1, but
because somewhere in executing the clearance process a task failed to execute correctly,
expenses are made more than once (see Table 6.10). However, it is unlikely for those
scenario paths to occur.

Unfortunately, no figures and assumptions are available for this case to do the
e3value evaluation. It is often hard to collect information about operational expenses,
because these usually only become clear after an alternative is operational. The prof-
itability sheet in Table 6.10 does show the responsibility points where major expenses
are made.

If figures are available or making realistic assumptions is possible, these figures
are entered into the functions of each scenario path (e1 to e4) and the total expected
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expenses (eprocess) in order to determine operational expenses. With these evaluation
results, the SR model of the alternative is evaluated in the same manner as we illus-
trated in Section 6.3.2 from business value viewpoint.

Operational expenses
Probably, if there are not to many loops in the clearance process because of tasks
failing to be successfully carried out, the operational costs of the clearing coordinator
alternative will be reasonable.

Information System Viewpoint

The final viewpoint in our web services exploration approach is the information sys-
tem viewpoint. In this viewpoint the main information system components of the
web services alternative are visualized on a conceptual level to explore their technical
feasibility, and estimate expenses for investments, operation and maintenance. By ex-
ploring the alternative from an information system viewpoint, technical infeasibilities
may come up, which may influence the business value and process models of the alter-
native. Again, we will make use of i* to model agents, roles, their internal elements,
and their dependencies. UCM [Buhr1999] is used model scenarios, and identify and
evaluate expenses.

i* strategic dependency model
The web services of the clearance coordinator alternative, and their dependencies,
are visualized in the i* SD model in Figure 6.16. Please note that, in the information
system viewpoint, the Online bank agent replaces the Rights holder agent from the business
process viewpoint. Online bank plays the role of Banking service. On an information system
level, Rights society and Rights holder do not interoperate; Rights society transfers the re-
partitioned fee to the bank account of the correct Rights holder. The same applies for
the fee paid by Rights society to Partner Rights society for an outsourced rights clearing.
This fee is transferred to the bank account of that Partner Rights society. All payments
– ClearanceFeePayment, OutsourceFeePayment, and Re-partitionedFeePayment – are processed
by the Banking service run by Online bank.

In the SD model from a information system viewpoint, agents play conceptually
different roles than in the SD model from a business process viewpoint. Roles represent
a web service or web application run by that agent – e.g., Lookup service run by Rights
society, or Web application run by Internet radio station. Web application indicates the initiating
element in the web services system; it sends the PlayReport message, which initiates the
Initiating clearance service to process this PlayReport.

In processing this PlayReport, Initiating clearance service needs to lookup RecordingsIn-
formation about the recordings in PlayReport, in order to identify them and find the
musicians and producers that made those recordings. It does so by sending a Record-
ingsLookupRequest to Lookup service, a role that may be played by the Rights society the
PlayReport was originally sent to, or a Partner rights society. Although the majority of the
artists and producers are also rights holders, a distinction is made between Musician
and Producer, and Rights holder. Therefore, for each recording in PlayReport, the Initiating
clearance service needs to identify the corresponding Rights holder agents and the share of
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the rights each of those agents owns. It does so by sending a RightsHoldersLookupRequest
to Lookup service and receiving RightsHoldersInformation in return.

Figure 6.16: i* SD model of clearing coordinator alternative from information system
viewpoint

An Initiating clearance service may not be able to process an entire PlayRe- port, and
therefore may send a MandateRequest to a Responding clearance service. This MandateRequest
contains a list of artists the Initiating clearance service wants to be processed. The Re-
sponding clearance service responds to this request by sending a ListOfProcessableArtists to
indicate which artists it is able to process. With this information, the Initiating clearance
service can decide if it wants this Responding clearance service to process the request,
or look further to find one that is able to process more artists. If the Initiating clear-
ance service has found a Responding clearance service capable of processing the desired
artists, it sends a ProcessingRequest message, which contains a document specific for
the desired transaction. This ProcessingRequest could be a request for the lookup of
RecordingsInformation or RightsHoldersInformation, or a request for clearing recordings and
re-partitioning the fees among the Rights holder agents. Note that a lookup request by
an Initiating clearance service at a Lookup service played by a Partner Rights society is executed
using the MandateRequest and ProcessingRequest transactions, and not the LookupRequest
transactions. Those are only used for a lookup request internal to one specific Rights
society.
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i* strategic rationale model
By taking a look at the goals and intentions internal to the agents and roles in the
i* SR model in Figure 6.17, it becomes clear that the main reason for using a web
service, and thus an Internet-based, system is to keep the costs of the rights clearance
process as low as possible. For Internet radio station it is important to reach the goal Rights
be bought through a Low cost [Clearance process] in order to keep its business Profitable. An
Internet-based [Clearance process], implemented as a web services system, helps in realizing
a Low cost [Clearance process]. Also, Rights society strives for a Low cost [Clearance process]
in reaching its strategic goal Rights be cleared, which helped by an Automated [Process
configuration] enabled by an Internet-based [Clearance process].

Figure 6.17: i* SR model of clearing coordinator alternative from information system
viewpoint
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The roles played by the different agents show which tasks they need to perform
during rights clearance and payment processing so that each agent reaches its strategic
goals. Internet radio station runs a Web application in order to Buy rights from an Initiating
clearance service. For this it has to Construct play report and send a PlayReport message
to Initiating clearance service, and Compute fee and send a ClearanceFeePayment message to
Banking service, which it then processes so that this payment is transferred to the bank
account of Rights society.

The Process PlayReport request task within Initiating clearance service is decomposed in
numerous sub-tasks, starting with importing and converting the PlayReport to a process-
able format (Receive play report). Following, the Confi- gure process task is deconstructed
into 5 sub-tasks. First, possible plans for processing the request in the PlayReport are
generated (Generate plans), of which one is chosen to be executed (Choose plan). This plan
is verified (Verify plan) by contacting the required Responding clearance services to execute
that plan by sending MandateRequest messages and receiving ListsOfProcessableArtists, in
order to see if they are able to process the needed artists. After verification, the plan
is executed (Execute plan), and monitored (Monitor plan). The execution of a plan consists
of the tasks Lookup recordings, sending a RecordingsLookupRequest and receiving Record-
ingsInformation, and Lookup rights holders, sending a RightsHoldersRe- quest and receiving
RightsHoldersInformation, to determine which rights holders are involved and which share
they hold. For looking up this information, Initiating clearance service contacts its Lookup
service. Next, claims are made by computing the fee to be paid to each rights holder
(Make claims), followed by the re-partitioning of these fees among the rights holders
(Re-partition). The plan execution is concluded with paying the rights holders their fee
(Pay), by sending the Re-partitionedFeePayment message to Banking service, which processes
the money transfer to the bank account of the corresponding rights holders.

Use case map
The use case model corresponding to the i* SR model in Figure 6.17 shows the scenario
path of the clearing coordinator web services system (see Figure 6.18). Also, it shows
the expenses made by running the web services system, represented by responsibility
points in the use case map. A use case map from an information system viewpoint
of our web services exploration methodology shows the main components of the web
services system. It shows which actor, corresponding to actors from business value and
business process viewpoints, runs which web service or web application. A component
within a UCM actor of which the names starts with ”runs” indicates which service an
actor runs – e.g. in Figure 6.18 Online bank that runs a Banking service.

The scenario path in Figure 6.18 starts with Internet radio station performing its two
parallel tasks Compute fee, sending a ClearanceFeePayment message (r1) to Online bank,
and Construct play report, sending a PlayReport message (r2) to Rights society. The sending
of a PlayReport message triggers the Process PlayReport request scenario path at Initiating
clearance service run by Rights society.

In processing a PlayReport request, Rights society contacts one or several Partner right
society actors to inquire which musicians and producers they are able to process, by
sending a MandateRequest message (r3). When it appears, at the Verify plan task, that a
chosen plan cannot be executed, the scenario path goes back to Generate plans (scenario
path 2 at OR-fork labelled #1), so that a new plan is generated or chosen (Choose
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Figure 6.18: Use case map of clearing coordinator alternative from information system
viewpoint

plan), and executed. Otherwise (scenario path 1 at OR-fork labelled #1), the scenario
path splits up into two parallel paths, at AND-fork within Execute plan, which pro-
ceed to partly executing the plan internally, and partly outsourcing the plan to one
or several Partner right society actors by sending a ProcessingRequest message (r4). During
internal execution of a part of the PlayReport request, the Lookup service, run by Rights
society, searches the local Repository for information about recordings (Search recordings
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repository, r5), and about rights holders (Search rights holders repository, r6). The internal
execution of a request within a Rights society is monitored (Monitor plan), during which
it could become clear that the execution failed at some point, redirecting the scenario
path to Generate plans (scenario 3 at OR-fork labelled #2). Otherwise, the scenario
path continues to the Pay activity, which results in two types of messages to be sent to
Online Bank; a Re-partitionedFeePayment message (r7) is sent for each rights holder, and an
OutsourceFeePayment message (r8) is sent for each request processed by a Partner Rights
society. Note that all 3 possible scenario paths result in the Pay task being executed,
which successfully finishes the execution of the PlayReport request.

Use case model evaluation
Table 6.11 shows the expenses made for each scenario path, indicated by responsibility
points in the use case map in Figure 6.18. Most expenses (at r1, r2, r3, r4, r7, r8)
are network expenses, except for expenses at r5 and r6, which are repository expenses.
The scenario paths where, in the execution of a plan, a task fails are very unlikely
to occur, about 5% each. Adding up al the expenses made for each scenario path,
multiplied with the likelihood of each path occurring, results in the total estimated
expenses of running the clearing coordinator web services system (eIS).

Actor Rights society
Viewpoint Information system viewpoint
Scenario Process PlayReport request
Scenario path 1
Likelihood 90%

e1 = network(r3) + network(r4) + repository(r5) +
repository(r6) + network(r7) + network(r8) \N

Scenario path 2
Likelihood 5%

e2 = e1 + network(r3)
Scenario path 3
Likelihood 5%

e3 = e1+network(r3)+network(r4)+repository(r5)+
repository(r6)

Expected expenses eIS = 0.9× e1 + 0.05× e2 + 0.05× e3

Table 6.11: Profitability sheet for Rights society’s information system expenses of the
Process PlayReport request scenario

Profitability evaluation
As for the business process viewpoint no figures and assumptions are available for
this case to do the e3value evaluation from an Information system viewpoint. It is
often hard to collect information about technical expenses, because these usually only
become clear after the information system is operational. The profitability sheet in
Table 6.11, however, does show the responsibility points where major expenses are
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made. Evaluation of use case maps and i* models from information system viewpoint
are carried out in the same manner as from business process viewpoint (see Section
6.3.2).

Information system expenses and technical feasibility
The web services system seems technically feasible and expenses are reasonable, unless
to many iterations of executing a plan occur because of failing tasks.

6.3.3 Overall Evaluation

As explained in Section 5.2.4, it is desirable to, per actor, evaluate a web services
alternative as a whole. Therefore we unite the profitability sheets of all viewpoints
into one overall profitability sheet (see Table 5.1). Because we do not have existing
figures of the expenses from business process and information system viewpoint, we
are not able to provide the overall profitability sheet with real numbers but only with
the profitability functions.

6.4 Reflection

The goal of this chapter is to illustrate our business-oriented web services exploration
process by exploring the digital music value chain. Our exploration process com-
bines two frameworks, i* and e3value. Firstly, we use the i* framework to explore
different alternatives in a qualitative goal-oriented approach, by constructing strate-
gic dependency models that show dependencies among agents and the roles they play,
and strategic rationale models, which explore the internal goals and intentions of those
agents in their roles. Secondly, we use the e3value framework to evaluate the economic
viability of the different alternatives by constructing and evaluating e3value actor and
activity models. In our approach of exploring web services, we evaluate alternatives
on from three viewpoints: (1) business value, (2) business process, and (3) information
system. The first viewpoint explores how the alternative business models should create
value, and with that make an economic profit. Secondly, the operational expenses of an
alternative are addressed in the business process viewpoint. Finally, the information
system viewpoint evaluates the technical feasibility and expenses of an alternative’s
web services system by showing its key components. The e3value and UCM models
show scenarios from three viewpoints for each alternative. By combining evaluated
revenues and expenses from each viewpoint on scenario level, our approach makes it
able to, for each actor involved, aggregate the different viewpoints into one overall
profitability sheet, showing the total profitability of the implementation alternative.

The exploration of different alternatives for clearing rights to make music public
through Internet radio, indicates that different value models are possible. Although
none of the alternatives are economically profitable for each of the actors involved,
the clearing coordinator alternative seems most viable in that it realizes significant
revenues for the rights society, which is the most important actor. The value model of
the clearing organization alternative generated the same fees for all the actors as the
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clearing coordinator value model. However, this alternative resulted in undesirable
dependencies for rights society; the clearing organization orchestrated the clearing
process. From this we have learned that the decision for choosing an alternative is not
solely based on its economic viability, which is determined through e3value evaluation,
but also based on other issues, such as, in this case, undesirable dependencies, which
is determined via i* evaluation.

By combining two frameworks that both focus on different aspects – i* aims at
strategic goals and intentions, and e3value focuses on added economic value – our
approach enforces a wide outlook on the alternatives explored; these used frameworks
seem to connect and complete each other very well. Exploring an alternative from two
additional viewpoints, analyzing operational and technical issues in a detailed manner,
and combining the expenses from all perspective into one overall profitability sheet
proofs to be very useful in analyzing the general viability of an alternative. Finally,
the iterative flow of steps makes BASSIE a very efficient and light-weight approach
for exploring web services ideas from a business perspective.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This chapter concludes this thesis by summarizing the results of our research in Section
7.1. Following, in Section 7.2 we indicate the contributions of our research, and in
Section 7.3 the lessons we have learned. The final part of this chapter, Section 7.4,
gives directions for future research.

7.1 Summary

The topic of this thesis is exploring web services ideas from a business perspective.
Much work has been done on developing the web services technology as an infrastruc-
ture for automated business interaction. Central to automated business interaction
are strategic business goals and operational business processes. Some methods for
creating web services systems starting at business processes are available, however
they do not address the strategic business goals such a system should help to achieve.
The strategic business goals web services technology may help to achieve are twofold:
(1) creating new revenues by offering services through the Internet, and (2) reducing
costs by improving efficiency of existing information systems. Web services systems
that have to successfully operate in a business setting, should be based on an idea
that is properly evaluated on its ability to achieve the strategic business goals of that
organization.

An increasing number of companies and governments are interested in using web
services technology to integrate their existing information systems, or provide their
services via the Internet. They need a practically-oriented, light-weight approach for
exploring implementation alternatives of ideas for using web services technology. Such
an approach should address the various concerns of the different actors involved in
such an idea. This method should start at the strategic goals to be achieved with a
web services idea, and focus on evaluating whether implementation alternatives are
able to reach those goals. A crucial aspect of a successful web services idea is its
economic viability; every stakeholder involved should gain economic profit. Although
profitability is an important strategic goal to be reached with a web services system,
other strategic goals may be of concern too. Therefore, the approach should enable
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evaluating how requirements for achieving various strategic goals influence each other.
At the time this research started, we found that no such approach yet existed.

Also, we discovered that no such approach could be developed using just one existing
requirements engineering framework. We selected two frameworks most suitable for
exploring web services ideas from a business perspective of the available requirements
engineering frameworks that are applicable within the topic of web services. We se-
lected these two frameworks, keeping in mind the business requirements specific to the
web services technology. In comparing the two frameworks, we discovered that both
have distinct differences, but share enough similarities and complement each other
very well; they can be combined into one approach.

In this thesis we make complementary use of the i* and e3value frameworks by
combining their strong points into web services requirements engineering method called
Business-oriented Approach Supporting web Service Idea Exploration (BASSIE ). This
approach uses i* modelling and evaluation techniques to articulate, analyze and pick
alternatives for realizing web services ideas. Also, i* is used to determine how various
requirements issues influence each other. The e3value framework is used to evaluate
alternatives on their profitability, and it provides several viewpoints that each address
specific concerns of different types of stakeholders.

BASSIE provides three viewpoints from which alternatives may be explored: (1)
business value, (2) business process, and (3) information system. The business value
viewpoint focuses on how value is created, distributed and consumed in a network of
actors, using economic reciprocity as the main rationale. The business process view-
point spotlights how a business idea is put into operation by showing the operational
process flow and operational expenses. The information system viewpoint shows the
main software components of a web services system and their interactions, as well as
their operational and investment expenses. Starting from the business value viewpoint,
our approach shows an iterative flow of steps for creating and evaluating models of al-
ternatives, and using knowledge gained during the exploration of infeasible alternatives
to create more viable alternatives. BASSIE prescribes, for each step in the method,
how i* models are created, these models are converted into e3value models, and the
e3value evaluation results are used to analyze i* models, so that model and evaluation
consistency is guaranteed. For additional viewpoints, such as the business process and
information system viewpoints, our approach also shows a, slightly different, iterative
flow of steps. Models from these viewpoints are created using Use Case Maps (UCM ),
a modelling approach that provides constructs that are helpful in modelling for soft-
ware engineering in a scenario-based manner. Evaluation techniques of UCM models
from these two perspectives is done using e3value evaluation techniques. Therefore,
these evaluations are very similar to those from business value perspective, although
they only focus on economic costs and not on revenues. Finally, BASSIE combines
the evaluation results from all viewpoints at scenario level into one overall profitability
evaluation showing the total costs and revenues involved with an alternative. This
overall evaluation is finally used to make decisions about the implementation of the
web services idea.

Our hypothesis is that other frameworks may be used to evaluate a web services
idea for issues not concerning economic value, in the same manner in which the e3value
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framework is used to evaluate the profitability of such an idea. The exploration, eval-
uation and selection process using other frameworks will generally be the same. The
evaluation results of such a framework, together with the evaluation results from the
e3value framework, are imported into the i* SR models in order to determine the
impact those requirements issues have on each other.

In this thesis we illustrate our approach using an example web services idea from the
domain of music rights clearance for Internet radio stations. It involved the improve-
ment of an existing situation where web services technology provides new opportunities
for revenues from Internet radio. First, the existing situation of a national rights soci-
ety collecting clearance fees from conventional radio stations, and re-distributing these
fees among music rights holders it represents, was evaluated in order to determine if it
is sufficient for clearing rights for Internet radio stations. This resulted in several actors
involved being unable to achieve their profitability goals. Following, two new alterna-
tives were explored. The first a central clearing organization acts as a clearance proxy
– resulted in a more profitable model. However, the i* evaluation showed that this
model resulted in undesirable dependencies between several actors. This indicated that
not only profitability, but also other, issues are might determine an alternatives viabil-
ity. The second new alternative introduced a new role for the clearing organization in
which it facilitates, rather than orchestrates, the music rights clearance process. From
a business value perspective this alternative seemed economic viable and did not result
in unwanted dependency relationships among actors. Therefore this alternative was
also explored from business process and information system viewpoint, which showed
that this alternative was also economically viable from operational and technical point
of view. Finally, the evaluation results of all three perspectives were combined into
one overall evaluation that indicated the overall viability of the alternative.

7.2 Contributions

BASSIE allows creating, evaluating and selecting (exploring) various alternatives for
implementing a web services idea. These alternatives show how strategic goals may
be reached by various actors performing different tasks and sharing different depen-
dencies. It links the strategic goals of business stakeholders and the operational tasks
performed by web services in order to reach those goals. Also, our approach allows
modelling and evaluating the positive and negative impacts the various business and
technical issues of concern have on each other. Also, with our approach we provide a
means for exploring ideas using web services technology starting from a business value
perspective, working its way to a business process viewpoint, and ending at a techni-
cal point of view, and, from each viewpoint, analyzing their economic viability as a
central concern. All these viewpoints are linked together at scenario level, which cre-
ates a link between business and technical-oriented viewpoints and provides an overall
profitability evaluation of alternatives. This allows different types of stakeholders to
communicate and make decisions about the implementation alternatives; often only
stakeholders with similar concerns are able to communicate, because they only use
models and evaluation techniques that they understand and other types of stakehold-
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ers do not. This ability of various stakeholders to communicate improves business-IT
alignment, which is a key aspect of a successful architectural design.

Two existing light-weight frameworks that have proofed their practical use in many
various real life IT and business projects, namely i* and e3value, are the basis of
our approach. For creating models from viewpoints other than the business value
viewpoint, our approach makes use of Use Case Maps (UCM ). All three frameworks
are related to the User Requirements Notation (URN ).

In order to develop BASSIE, we used three business cases, of which two are real life
and one is made up. The example we used to illustrate our approach in Chapter 6 is
based on an extensive report about the exploration of new opportunities for the Dutch
rights society SENA, triggered by the increasing number of Internet radio stations
streaming music via the Internet [Gord2004a]; the value models originate from that
report. The figures used to perform the e3value evaluation of those models are taken
from the Canadian rights society SOCAN [Soca2003].

7.3 Lessons Learned

During our research we have learned that two possible orders in creating i* models
exist: (1) first create an SD model and then extend this model to an SR model by
adding elements internal to actors, agents, and roles, or (2) first create an SR model
and then remove the elements internal to actors, agents, and roles so that only their
dependency relationships remain. In order to create our methodology we had to make
a choice between the two.

The second approach begins with expressing the goals and intentions of actors,
followed by how these actors depend on each other for achieving their goals. The
advantage of this approach is that it allows reasoning from the perspective of actor
individual strategic goals, and from there determine how these actors should act and
collaborate in order to achieve these goals in a most efficient way. However, this ap-
proach does require a situation where actors not yet share any dependencies, which
allows them to completely reason from their own internal goals without paying atten-
tion to their surroundings. In practice, no such situation exists. Also, a downside of
this approach that first a complex model is created, which is then downsized by re-
moving elements, instead of starting with a comprehensible model and then extending
this model by adding new information.

The first approach starts with articulating dependencies among actors, which re-
sults in a comprehensible, not too complex, model, and from there reason about their
goals and how they are able to achieve them within the constraints of their dependen-
cies. When exploring web services ideas, even when it involves completely new ideas,
it is hardly ever the case that all stakeholders (actors involved) have no dependen-
cies whatsoever; stakeholders always play a specific role within the web services idea
and depend on other actors to perform tasks, provide resources, etc. Therefore, in
exploring web services ideas, the first approach is most suitable. Also, this approach
better fits the approach taken in the e3value methodology, where first an actor model,
showing a network of actors that exchange value object with each other, is constructed,
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followed by a value activity model, which extends that actor model with value creating
activities assigned to actors.

Like any project, the time resources available to do this master thesis research
were limited. Although a self funded thesis project such as this does not have a hard
deadline as in company funded projects, it was not desirable to spend endless amount
of time to finish this project. We found out during the project that it would have
been extensively more work to also create a design methodology for creating a web
service architecture using the business-oriented requirements that are a result of our
web services exploration approach; thus to go from requirements to an architectural
design, which was originally the intention of this research. Therefore, we decided to
only focus on creating a requirements engineering approach for exploring web services
ideas from a business perspective, therefore skipping the architecture design part of
the intended methodology (see Section 1.2).

7.4 Future Work

From Business Requirements to Architectural Design
As described in sections 1.2 and 7.3, we have not been able to extend our method-
ology to go from business-oriented requirements to an architectural design for web
services ideas. However, such an extension is desirable, because a practically oriented
web service engineering methodology should result in a concrete design, which can be
used to build the web services system. Our BASSIE does provide steps for describing
the global software architecture of the web services system to be built using UCM
notations, but on a conceptual level, not detailed enough to use as a design for im-
plementation; it only shows the main components, describes their functionality on a
high level, and shows their interchange of messages. We need to add to our approach
steps to address the technical issues of implementing the web services system, and
to translate business and system requirements to an architectural design, preferably
using standardized notations, such as UML, suitable for creating service-oriented ar-
chitectures. As mentioned in Section 5.2.2, UCM resides at a high level of abstraction,
depicting a systems main components, but allows describing these components at a
lower level of abstraction, e.g. using UML notations.

Same Approach Using Other Frameworks
In Sections 4.1 and 4.11 we describe how requirements engineering frameworks other
than e3value, focussing on topics other than economic profitability, may be used in
addressing other issues of concern in web services idea exploration. These may either
be early phase business requirements (e.g., time-to-market, service delivery (chan-
nels), trust and loyalty, etc), or later phase system requirements (e.g., manageability,
security, performance, maintainability, etc.). Such other frameworks are used in com-
bination with the i* framework in a similar manner as we demonstrate in this thesis.

Integration of Existing Tool Support
All three frameworks used in our approach have individual tool support. The i*
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framework has a tool available, called the Organization Modelling Environment (OME )
[Yu2000]. This tool allows both modelling and evaluating SD and SR models, and
supports both i* and GRL notations.

Tool support for the e3value framework is provided by the e3editor [Gord2004a].
This editor enables modelling and evaluating e3value actor and value activity models,
exporting profitability sheets to Microsoft excel format.

Finally, UCM models can be created using the Use Case Maps Navigator [Amyo2004].
This tool does not provide evaluation functionality as the OME and e3editor tools.

Creating and evaluating models using the above tools, and using evaluation results
from one tool in the other is currently done by hand. The tools are at present not
linked to provide automated checking of consistency between i*, e3value and UCM
models. Also, names in these models may differ (see Section 4.4.2 guideline 3.4), and
therefore automated name traceability between models is desirable too.

Improve and Validate Approach
Both the i* and e3value frameworks used in BASSIE have, since their introductions
in 1995 and 2002 respectively, both individually been improved and validated using
experiences gained from many various real life projects; both frameworks have proofed
to be useful in practice. Our approach, however, has only been tested using three
business cases, and has not been used in a real life web services idea exploration
project yet. In order to improve and validate BASSIE, it should be used to explore
ideas for creating web services for many various purposes in different domains.

In mapping i* dependency relationships to e3value value exchanges, we have iden-
tified two issues that indicate points of improvement. The first issue whether mapping
i* dependencies to e3value value exchanges is a one-to-one or a one-to-many mapping.
Secondly, it is unclear how to bundle i* dependency relationships so that they may be
mapped to bundled e3value value exchanges (see Section 4.4.2.

Identification of Value Model Patterns Based on Strategic Goals
Recent work of [Zlat2004] and [Gord2004b] has focussed on identifying patterns in
value models, based on strategic (mainly profitability) and operational goals. Since
BASSIE provides a means for reasoning about strategic and operational goals, this
concept could also be applied to our approach. To take it even further, BASSIE
allows identifying not only value model patterns, but also other patterns for achieving
other business strategic goals. This is possible because the focus of the i* framework
is, unlike the e3value framework, not limited to economic value. In BASSIE, the
identification of patterns may be based on any of the strategic goals, tasks, and soft
goals internal to agents in the SR model. Based on these strategic elements, roles
with internal operational tasks that are to be carried out to reach those goals may be
identified, and assigned to those agents.
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